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ABSTRACT 
 
Geotechnical analyses for earthquake engineering and other applications are often 
predicated on the accurate determination of shear wave velocity (VS) profiles. Surface wave 
methods (SWM) are a non-invasive approach to developing VS profiles that involve 
measurement of Rayleigh wave propagation between a wave-generating source and a receiver 
array placed on the ground surface. There are several variations of SWM, but all utilize the same 
three-step process for developing a VS profile, namely: (1) data collection – measuring ground 
surface vibrations emanating from a source; (2) data processing – developing an experimental 
dispersion curve relating wave velocity to wavelength or frequency; and (3) inversion – finding 
the VS profile that produces a theoretical dispersion curve matching the experimental dispersion 
curve. In current practice, the theoretical model used to fit the experimental data is a far-field 
model that only simulates motions from planar Rayleigh waves. Therefore, the receiver array 
used to collect the data in step 1 must be located far from the source (or “far-field”), where 
body waves have largely dissipated (due to greater damping) and Rayleigh wavefronts are nearly 
planar. Closer to the source – in the so-called “near-field” – the ground motions include coupled 
interactions of body waves and non-planar Rayleigh waves and is inconsistent with a far-field 
theoretical model. 
The primary objective of this study was to investigate the effectiveness and potential 
benefits of including near-field contributions in both the surface wave data collection and 
modeling. First, it was hypothesized that source offset distance criteria currently used to 
xxi 
 
mitigate near-field effects could be greatly reduced without affecting the quality of surface wave 
results. Second, it was hypothesized that additional information about the soil profile could be 
determined if the near-field portion of the dispersion curve was included in both the data 
collection and theoretical modeling. Three different studies were performed for this research, 
namely: (1) a preliminary sensitivity study, to study the sensitivity of the near-field portion of 
the dispersion curve to changes in various profile parameters, (2) surface wave analysis using 
simulated experimental data, to assess both profile recovery effectiveness and the possibility of 
inferring additional profile parameters (specifically, Poisson’s ratio), and (3) surface wave 
analysis with real data, to validate the profile findings from the study using  simulated data. 
Experimental data were collected and/or simulated using both the Spectral-Analysis-of-Surface-
Waves (SASW) method and multi-channel surface wave methods, but the primary focus of this 
study was on the SASW method. 
The results from the study showed that surface wave analyses that included near-field 
contributions in both data collection and theoretical modeling were as effective or more 
effective at recovering the VS profile as conventional far-field approaches, with the benefit of 
shorter arrays and smaller sources. This study also showed that surface wave measurements 
that included near-field data were sensitive to changes in Poisson’s ratio of the profile, as 
compared with the known insensitivity of conventional far-field surface wave methods. The 
results from the limited experimental study were less conclusive, but generally confirmed the 
findings from the study performed using simulated data.
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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Overview and Motivation 
Geotechnical analyses for earthquake engineering and other applications are often predicated 
on the accurate determination of shear wave velocity (VS) profiles. Traditional in-situ test 
methods, such as crosshole or downhole measurements, provide a profile of VS with depth. Such 
tests, however, require drilling one or more boreholes and can be very expensive to perform. 
Surface wave methods (SWM) offer a non-invasive approach to developing VS profiles from 
measurements at the ground surface, without the need for boreholes. In addition to traditional 
applications in earthquake site response analysis (e.g. Woods and Stokoe 1985) and liquefaction 
analyses (e.g. Stokoe and Nazarian 1985), surface wave methods have also been extensively 
utilized for subsurface profiling and detection. They have proven to be a valuable tool for 
subsurface profiling of pavements (e.g. Nazarian et al. 1988), dams (e.g. Oh et al. 2003), levees 
(e.g. Ivanov et al. 2010), and solid waste landfills (e.g. Kavazanjian et al. 1996), to name a few. 
Surface wave methods have also been used to detect shallow voids (e.g. Phillips et al. 2000), 
abandoned coal mines (e.g. Avar and Luke 1999), and unexploded ordnance (e.g. Pulli et al. 
2000).  
Surface wave methods involve measurement of Rayleigh wave propagation between a 
wave-generating source and a receiver array placed on the ground surface. The source can be 
either “active”, where waves are actively generated by an impact or shaker, or “passive”, where 
ambient wave propagation (due to traffic, tidal motions, random noise, etc.) is measured. This 
thesis will focus solely on “active-source” methods. Advances in technology and engineering 
practice have brought about many variations of SWM, but all SWM generally utilize the same 
three-step process for developing a VS profile, namely: (1) data collection – exciting and 
measuring ground surface vibrations emanating from a source; (2) data processing – developing 
an experimental dispersion curve relating wave velocity to wavelength or frequency; and (3) 
inversion – finding the VS profile that produces a theoretical dispersion curve matching the 
experimental dispersion curve. Step 1 involves on-site measurements of surface wave 
propagation with an array of at least two receivers. In step 2, experimental data from step 1 are 
processed to produce a “dispersion curve” relating wavelength (or frequency) to surface wave 
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velocity. In step 3, a model VS profile corresponding to a theoretical dispersion curve is adjusted 
until the theoretical and experimental dispersion curves match. It is important that the 
theoretical model used in step 3 is consistent with the experimental data collected in step 1. 
The issue of model compatibility is a central focus of this thesis: a model that is 
incompatible with experimental data collection procedures will produce an erroneous VS profile, 
which will adversely affect analyses that depend on the results (e.g. site response, liquefaction). 
The theoretical model (step 3) in nearly all commercial surface wave analysis programs is a 
“plane wave” Rayleigh mode model (i.e. far field), which does not include body wave 
contributions. Therefore, to ensure model compatibility, the receiver array in step 1 must be 
located far from the source (or “far-field”), where body waves have largely dissipated (due to 
greater damping) and Rayleigh wavefronts are nearly planar. Closer to the source – in the so-
called “near-field” – the ground motion is composed of coupled interactions of body waves and 
non-planar Rayleigh waves, which is incompatible with a plane wave model. Several past studies 
(e.g. Heisey et al. 1982; Sanchez-Salinero et al. 1987; Xu et al. 2006) have examined how far the 
receivers must be placed from the source to avoid near-field contributions. Some recent studies 
(Bodet et al. 2009; Rosenblad and Li 2011; Yoon and Rix 2009) have shown that this distance is 
strongly site-dependent and, in some cases, larger than previously thought. 
 A different approach to dealing with the near-field issue was proposed by Joh (1996): he 
developed a more advanced theoretical model for an existing SWM – the active-source, two-
receiver method known as the Spectral-Analysis-of-Surface-Waves (SASW) method. His 
theoretical model calculates the complete response at each receiver location due to all wave 
contributions. Therefore, the near-field need not be avoided in the data collection stage, as it is 
included in the theoretical model. This approach, however, is not widely used in current practice 
– when it is used, data collection criteria originally developed to avoid the near-field are often 
applied. Two aspects of this approach have the potential to provide significant benefit in 
practice, but have not been studied in detail. First, the extent to which the near-field  can be 
included in the data collection and analysis while maintaining quality in the results needs to be 
studied. Pushing the lower-limit of the source offset distance would allow for a more 
economical implementation of SWM by decreasing the size of sources needed to excite the 
energy and decreasing the space required to perform SWM. Second, the extent to which 
additional information about the profile can be derived by including near-field effects in the 
analysis needs to be studied. The ability to determine additional profile parameters that must be 
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assumed with current methods would serve to improve the accuracy of the methods and 
provide valuable information for geotechnical analyses. 
1.2 Objective and Hypotheses 
The primary objective of this study is to investigate potential benefits of including the near-field 
in surface wave data collection and analysis. Two hypotheses are investigated in this study. First, 
it is hypothesized that limiting criteria currently used to remove near-field from SWM 
measurements can be greatly reduced without affecting the quality of surface wave results. The 
extent to which the source offset distance can be reduced is investigated. Second, it is 
hypothesized that the near-field portion of the dispersion curve will be more sensitive to 
changes in additional profile parameters than the far-field portion used in current practice. 
Sensitivity of the near-field and far-field portions of the dispersion curve to changes in several 
additional profile parameters is investigated. Although this study will focus primarily on the 
SASW method, the findings will likely provide valuable insight into possible improvements in 
multi-channel surface wave methods. If these hypotheses are shown to be true, then the 
current state-of-the-practice could be improved by developing more economical and effective 
implementations of SWM. 
1.3 Outline of Thesis 
This thesis is organized into five chapters. Chapter 2 provides background information on data 
collection and interpretation for common SWM, with a focus on near-field effects. Chapter 3 
describes the methods and theoretical models used to perform: (1) a preliminary sensitivity 
study, (2) surface wave analyses with simulated data, and (3) surface wave analyses with real 
data. Results of the first two studies, which extensively utilized surface wave simulations, are 
presented and discussed in Chapter 4. Results of the study using real data are presented and 
discussed in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 presents conclusions derived from this work and 
considerations for future research.   
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2 BACKGROUND 
2.1 Introduction 
Chapter 2 provides a theoretical background and describes the current state-of-the-practice in 
geotechnical engineering for active-source surface wave measurements. Section 2.2 opens with 
a review of fundamental aspects of body waves and surface waves. The principles of wave 
propagation in an elastic halfspace are reviewed in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 provides background 
information on data collection, data processing, and inversion analyses for the active-source 
surface wave methods (SWM) considered in this study – including spectral analysis of surface 
waves (SASW) and multi-channel methods. Sections 2.5 and 2.6 summarize previous studies on 
near-field effects and sensitivity to Poisson’s ratio, respectively. 
2.2 Body Wave and Surface Wave Fundamentals 
Two types of waves can propagate in an elastic, isotropic, homogeneous material of infinite 
extent in all directions (i.e. a “wholespace”).  Collectively known as “body waves”, the two types 
of body waves are dilational waves (P-waves) and distortional waves (S-waves). P-waves are also 
known as primary waves, compression waves, and irrotational waves; S-waves are also known 
as secondary waves, shear waves, and equivoluminal waves (Richart et al. 1970). A “halfspace,” 
is contained by a free boundary but infinite below it in all directions. The surface boundary in a 
halfspace allows for the development of an altogether different wave type – surface waves. 
 
 
Figure 2.1 Schematic representation of types of body waves (left) and surface waves (right) (Exploratorium 2014) 
All four graphics © Exploratorium, www.exploratoriu.edu Used with permission. 
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The fundamental properties of body waves are the same for propagation through both 
wholespace and halfspace regions. Localized particle motion induced by P-waves is in the same 
direction as wave propagation, resulting in alternating zones of compression and dilation that 
oscillate in the direction of wave propagation, as shown in Figure 2.1. For S-waves, particle 
motion oscillates transverse to the direction of wave propagation, producing a shearing motion 
(Figure 2.1). S-waves can be either horizontally (SH) or vertically (SV) polarized, corresponding to 
particle motion in the horizontal or vertical plane, respectively. Both P and S-waves spread 
spherically from their origin point and damp out (i.e. dissipate or attenuate) at a rate inversely 
proportional to the square of distance from the origin, as noted in Figure 2.2.  
In 1885, Lord Rayleigh discovered a third type of wave resulting from the interaction of 
P-waves and vertically polarized S-waves at the surface boundary of a halfspace (Lamb 1904; 
Rayleigh 1885). The so-called “Rayleigh wave” appears to an observer standing on the surface as 
a “ground roll” moving in the direction of wave propagation. Particle motion in Rayleigh waves 
takes the form of a retrograde ellipse, with particle motion rotating opposite the direction of 
wave propagation, as shown in Figure 2.1. Rayleigh waves spread cylindrically and damp out at a 
rate inversely proportional to the square root of distance from the origin, which is much slower 
than body waves (as noted in Figure 2.2). Rayleigh wave amplitude is high at the surface and 
decreases substantially with depth, as illustrated in Figure 2.3. 
 
 
Figure 2.2 P-wave, S-wave, and Rayleigh wave propagation in an elastic halfspace (Richart et al. 1970)  
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Figure 2.3 Rayleigh wave amplitude decreases significantly with depth (Richart et al. 1970) 
Another type of surface wave resulting from the interaction of horizontally polarized     
S-waves with the surface boundary was later discovered by Love (1911). Ewing et al. (1957) 
described the Love wave as a “horizontally polarized shear wave trapped in a superficial layer 
and propagated by multiple total reflections.” For Love waves to occur, Richart et al. (1970) note 
that “the phase velocity of the Love wave must be less that the shear wave velocity of the next 
lower layer.” Surface wave methods involving Love waves have been the subject of some recent 
research – for  example, Xia et al. (2012) – but only Rayleigh-wave-based SWM are considered in 
this thesis. 
 It is well known that P-wave velocity (VP) and S-wave velocity (VS) are directly related to 
the constrained modulus (M) and shear modulus (G), respectively, by Equations 2.1 and 2.2 – 
where ρ is mass density. Well-known relationships between elastic constants may be used to 
infer other values – for instance Poisson’s ratio (ν) in Equation 2.3 – from M and G. 
 

M
VP 
 (2.1) 
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G
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Poisson’s ratio and VP are good indicators of fluid saturation in soils. Fully saturated 
conditions in soft soils correspond to Poisson’s ratio values close to 0.5 and of VP values of 
approximately 1600 m/s (5000 ft/s), the wave velocity of water. Unsaturated values of Poisson’s 
ratio and VP are considerably lower, as shown in Figure 2.4, while most unsaturated soils have ν 
values in the range of 0.25 to 0.40.  
 
Figure 2.4 Comparison of P-wave, S-wave and Rayleigh wave (R-Wave) velocities (Richart et al. 1970)  
P-waves, S-waves and Rayleigh waves are generated simultaneously from a source 
applied at the surface. For most soils in an unsaturated condition, the value of VP is in the range 
of 1.8 to 2.2 times that of VS. At distances far from the source (“far-field”), P-waves and S-waves 
have mostly damped out and wave propagation is dominated by the Rayleigh wave. In the far-
field, the cylindrically-spreading Rayleigh wavefront has spread out to such an extent that it can 
be approximated as a vertical plane – a “plane wave” – moving in the direction of wave 
propagation. In geotechnical literature, the term “near-field” generally refers to the region 
closer to the source, where the body waves have not damped out and surface waves are 
spreading along a cylindrical wavefront. 
2.3 Active-source Surface Wave Methods for Geotechnical Engineering 
Surface wave methods (SWM) involve measurement of Rayleigh wave propagation between a 
wave-generating source and a receiver array. The source can be either “active”, where waves 
are actively generated by an impact or other source of vibration, or “passive”, where ambient 
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wave propagation (from traffic, tidal motions, random noise, etc.) is recorded. Most SWM utilize 
the same three-step process for developing a VS profile: (1) data collection – measuring ground 
vibrations from a source; (2) data processing – developing an experimental dispersion curve; 
and (3) inversion – finding the VS profile that produces a theoretical dispersion curve matching 
the experimental dispersion curve. Step 1 involves on-site measurements of surface wave 
propagation (Figure 2.5 a and b) with an array of at least two receivers. In step 2, experimental 
data from step 1 are processed to produce a “dispersion curve” (Figure 2.5c) relating the surface 
wave velocity to wavelength (or frequency). In step 3, a model VS profile corresponding to a 
theoretical dispersion curve is iteratively adjusted until the theoretical and experimental 
dispersion curves match (Figure 2.5d). It is important that the theoretical model used in step 3 is 
consistent with the experimental data collected in step 1. 
 
Figure 2.5 Data collection setups for (a) SASW and (b) multi-channel measurements and data processing (c and d) 
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2.3.1 Spectral Analysis of Surface Waves (SASW) 
The early 1980s saw the development of the first practical surface wave method for 
geotechnical engineering applications, known as the Spectral-Analysis-of-Surface-Waves (SASW) 
method. Early research on the SASW method demonstrated its utility in pavement profiling 
(Heisey et al. 1982), liquefaction analyses (Stokoe and Nazarian 1985), and earthquake site 
response computations (Woods and Stokoe 1985). The steps involved in SASW data collection, 
data processing, and inversion are described below. 
2.3.1.1 SASW Data Collection 
Experimental SASW data are collected with the arrangement shown in Figure 2.6 including: an 
active source, two receivers, and a signal analyzer. The receivers (geophones) are spaced at a 
distance (“d”) about a centerline, while the source is located the same distance “d” away from 
one of the receivers. The source, which can be either an impact (e.g. drop weight), shaker (e.g. 
vibroseis truck), or random noise (e.g. bulldozer), is then activated and ground motions are 
recorded by the geophone receivers. A second measurement may be recorded with the position 
of the source mirrored about the centerline as shown (Stokoe and Nazarian 1985). The spacing 
“d” is then doubled, moving the source away while maintaining the same centerline between 
receivers, and a new measurement is recorded (Figure 2.7). The process is repeated until data is 
obtained to cover the desired wavelength range. Rayleigh waves profile to a depth of 
approximately one-half to one-third of a wavelength of the “longest” wave used in the analysis, 
as previously shown in Figure 2.3. The largest wavelength value is generally controlled by data 
collection criteria, which are discussed further in Section 2.4.2. Other things being equal, larger 
spacings (“d” values) allow for longer wavelengths and, hence, deeper profiling depths. 
 
Figure 2.6 Data collection arrangement for Spectral Analysis of Surface Waves (SASW) testing 
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Figure 2.7 An example of SASW source-receiver spacings using a constant centerline 
2.3.1.2 SASW Data Processing 
In the SASW data processing stage, recorded ground motions are converted into an 
experimental dispersion curve using signal processing techniques, as shown in Figure 2.8. First, 
time-series experimental data from the data collection stage (Figure 2.8a) are converted to a 
frequency-domain representation using a Fourier series transformation, typically utilizing the 
fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm (Figure 2.8b). In cases where a controlled stepped-sine 
source is used, data are collected directly in the frequency domain. Second, the phase difference 
(lead or lag of 180 degrees) between the two receivers is computed and plotted as a function of 
frequency, producing a “wrapped phase plot” (Figure 2.8c). Third, some portion of the data is 
omitted (e.g. “masked out”) according to commonly accepted filtering criteria (Figure 2.8d), to 
avoid regions of low signal coherence and so-called “near-field effects” (see Section 2.4.2). 
Fourth, the process of “phase unwrapping” (Figure 2.8e) is performed to yield a relationship 
between frequency and unwrapped phase angle (e.g. an “absolute” phase angle) – The 
wavelength can be computed from unwrapped phase angle and known receiver spacing 
(Equation 2.4). Fifth, knowing the frequency and wavelength, the phase velocity is computed by 
Equation 2.5 and plotted versus wavelength, or sometimes frequency, to generate an 
experimental dispersion curve (Figure 2.8f) corresponding to a particular receiver spacing (i.e. a 
particular distance “d” in Figure 2.6). These five steps are repeated to process data 
corresponding to each receiver spacing, thus yielding a “composite” dispersion curve (Figure 
2.8g) combining data from multiple receiver spacings. The composite dispersion curve, however, 
often has more data points than can be practically used in an inversion analysis, necessitating 
the use of an averaging scheme. In current practice, a “global” average experimental dispersion 
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Figure 2.8 SASW processing flowchart illustrating conversion of time-series data to an experimental dispersion curve 
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curve is generated by determining average values from overlapping windowed portions of the 
composite dispersion curve. An alternative approach using several individual dispersion curves is 
also discussed in this thesis and implemented in the research described here. 
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2.3.1.3 SASW Inversion Analyses 
Historically, three different theoretical models (termed “2D Global”, “3D Global”, and “Array”) 
have been used to perform the inversion analysis to determine the VS profile from SASW data. 
The term “Global” refers to the fact that the theoretical model is fit to the “global” experimental 
dispersion curve determined in the data processing stage (i.e. a single curve determined from all 
receiver pairs). The “2D global” theoretical model, also known as the far-field or plane wave 
solution, produces a theoretical dispersion curve composed solely of (two-dimensional) plane 
Rayleigh waves. The dispersion curve generated by this approach is considered to correspond to 
the fundamental mode of Rayleigh wave propagation. With the 2D global approach, 
experimental data must be collected in the far-field to be compatible with the model and yield 
an accurate inversion of the VS profile.  
The theoretical model utilized in both the “3D global” and “array” approaches accounts 
for three-dimensional wave propagation effects and the presence of body waves by means of a 
Green’s function solution. The Green’s function provides the complete response at a given 
location relative to the source due to all wave types. This is also considered to be an “effective 
mode” solution, since fundamental and higher modes from multiple wave types (body waves 
and surface waves) are superimposed, producing a velocity that may not correspond to any 
single Rayleigh mode. The theoretical dispersion curve from the 3D global is still a single global 
experimental dispersion curve. Since this dispersion curve does not correspond to any single 
receiver location, the typical approach is to compute the Green’s function response at distances 
corresponding to 2 and 4 wavelengths from the source (at each frequency). This inconsistency 
between experimental data collection and the theoretical model led to the recent development 
of the array approach proposed by Joh (1996).  With the array approach, multiple average 
experimental dispersion curves are produced (instead of a single global dispersion curve) – one  
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for each receiver pair used in the data collection stage. Multiple theoretical dispersion curves 
are simultaneously calculated and fit to the experimental curves in an array inversion analysis, 
such that the theoretical response simulates the in-situ experimental response.  
2.3.2 Multi-channel Surface Wave Methods 
2.3.2.1 Introduction to Multi-channel Methods 
By the late 1990s, computing power had advanced to the point that data from large receiver 
arrays could be quickly and efficiently processed for geotechnical applications. Park et al. (1999) 
introduced the first multi-channel surface wave method for engineering applications – Multi-
channel Analysis of Surface Waves (MASW).  In addition to applications in pavement profiling 
(Park et al. 2001) and liquefaction analysis (Lin et al. 2004), MASW has also been used to 
calibrate compaction instrumentation (Ryden and Mooney 2007) and profile solid waste landfills 
(Smith et al. 2012). 
The data collection, data processing, and inversion procedures utilized for MASW (and 
other active-source multi-channel methods) are described below. 
2.3.2.2 Data Collection for Multi-channel Methods 
Experimental data are collected for multi-channel methods, at a field site location, with the 
arrangement shown in Figure 2.9: including an active source and a stationary receiver array 
(typically 24 to 48 channels). For most applications, the receivers are equally spaced in a linear 
array, while the source is located a specified distance (“d”) away from one side of the array. The 
source, which can be either an impact or shaker, is then activated and ground motions are 
recorded by the array of geophone receivers. The geophones can be placed directly on the 
ground (or embedded slightly), as they are for SASW, or connected together in a device known 
as a “landstreamer.” In either case, the array is stationary while the test is being performed, but 
the landstreamer allows for quick relocation of the array when recording multiple 
measurements at a large site. 
Data collection practices for multi-channel surface wave methods are dictated by the 
requirements of the data processing techniques. For instance, the ability to separate Rayleigh 
wave modes in the data processing stage is one of the key motivations for choosing multi-
channel methods over SASW. Modal separation, however, requires a long receiver array (i.e. 
aperture) to adequately resolve and separate fundamental and higher modes. Some multi-
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channel processing techniques require multiple source impacts (e.g. “shots”) at increasing 
distances (e.g. “offsets”) from the array.  
  
Figure 2.9 Data collection arrangement for multi-channel surface wave testing 
2.3.2.3 Processing of Multi-channel Data 
In the data processing stage of multi-channel methods, raw field data are converted into an 
experimental dispersion curve by means of array processing techniques. Pelekis and 
Athanasopoulos (2011) identified four different variations on processing techniques for multi-
channel methods: (1) the frequency-wavenumber (f-k) transform, (2) the frequency-slowness (f-
p) transform, (3) the phase-shift transform, and (4) the cylindrical beamformer transform. With 
the f-k transform, time-series data from each receiver is converted to the frequency domain by 
an FFT, while the spatial arrangement of the receivers is converted to the wavenumber domain 
by use of a second FFT. The f-p transform combines “slant-stack transformation of receiver time 
histories and the sum of power spectra of transformed traces for each frequency.” The phase-
shift method (i.e. plane wave beamformer) is “a composite of the slant-stack and f-k methods.” 
The cylindrical beamformer approach used by Zywicki and Rix (2005) is the only method that 
considers the experimental data to take the form of a cylindrical wave field, all others assume a 
planar Rayleigh wave. All four data processing approaches ultimately produce a dispersion 
image from time-series receiver data, as shown in Figure 2.10. Fundamental and higher modes 
are then interpreted from the dispersion image. 
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Figure 2.10 Processing flow for multi-channel data using the phase-shift method, including (a) time-series receiver 
data, (b) dispersion image generation and (c) interpretation of modes. Adapted from Xu et al. (2006)  
2.3.2.4 Inversion Analyses for Multi-channel Methods 
Unlike SASW, only one theoretical model, the “2D” approach, has typically been used to invert 
the VS profile from multi-channel data. The critical processing step for multi-channel methods is 
the separation of modes and the interpretation of fundamental and higher modes. One or more 
of these modes are used as the experimental dispersion curve(s) for the inversion. Multi-
channel inversion analyses can use a fundamental mode or a “multi-modal” (fundamental and 
higher modes) solution. In either case, the inversion analysis still uses a “far-field” plane wave 
(e.g. 2D) model to fit a theoretical dispersion curve to each mode of the experimental dispersion 
curve. Therefore, experimental multi-channel data must be collected in the far-field to ensure 
compatibility between the experimental data and the theoretical model, and modal separation 
procedures must accurately identify fundamental and higher modes. 
2.4 Near-field Effects in Active-source Surface Wave Measurements 
2.4.1 Introduction to Near-field Effects 
The term “near-field effects” in geotechnical SWM applications refers to non-planar wave 
propagation and coupled interactions of body and surface waves near the source. Yoon and Rix 
(2009) distinguished between the terms “near-field” and “near-field effects”:  near-field refers 
to the region where a plane Rayleigh wave assumption are no longer valid, while near-field 
effects refers to “any adverse effect resulting from the invalid assumption.”  In practice, 
however, the two terms are often used interchangeably. Most SWM research to date has been 
concerned with avoiding or eliminating near-field effects, ultimately to validate continued use of 
the simple far-field plane wave model used in the inversion analyses which are ubiquitous in 
current practice.   
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 In a study of dynamic pavement testing methods and the progression of ground motions 
away from the source, Mera (1995) provided a practical illustration of near-field effects. A time 
history of vertical displacements, from simulations involving an impulse source at the surface of 
a halfspace, is shown in Figure 2.11. At large distances (Figure 2.11c), the Rayleigh wave is 
clearly the primary source of displacements and body waves have substantially damped out, 
requiring 10x amplitude magnification to be visible on the plot. Close to the source – in the 
near-field – (Figure 2.11a and b) body wave and surface wave contributions are superimposed 
into a single disturbance propagating at a velocity that is different from that of the Rayleigh 
wave.   
2.4.2 Previous Studies on Near-field Effects in SASW 
Early in the development of SASW, near-field effects were only considered in view of 
establishing data collection (or filtering) criteria to avoid the near-field. These criteria are usually 
expressed in terms of the number of wavelengths between the source and first receiver. A 
summary of these criteria adapted from the work of Yoon and Rix (2009) is shown in Table 2.1 – 
many of these criteria are still widely used in current SASW practice. Park and Shawver (2009) 
observe that such criteria offer no guarantee that the results will be completely free of near-
field effects. Joh (1996) developed an altogether different approach to deal with the issue of 
near-field effects in SASW measurements, which is described in detail in Chapter 3. 
 
Table 2.1 Summary of SASW data collection criteria used to avoid the near-field. Adapted from Yoon and Rix (2009) 
Reference Filtering 
Criterion 
Phase Plot 
Masked Out 
Receiver 
Configuration 
Type of Study 
Heisey et al. (1982) d/λR = 1/3 First 120° Δd/d = 1 Numerical 
Sanchez-Salinero et al. (1987) d/λR = 2 First 720° Δd/d = 1 Numerical 
Roesset et al. (1990) d/λR = 1/2 First 180° Δd/d = 0.2-2 Numerical 
Hiltunen and Woods (1990) d/λR = 1/2 First 180° Δd/d = 1 Experimental 
Gucunski and Woods (1992) d/λR = 1 First 360° Δd/d = 1 Numerical 
Al-Hunaidi (1993) N/A N/A Δd/d = 1 Numerical 
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Figure 2.11 Evolution of the time history of surface displacements due to an impulse load, showing (a and b) the 
combination of all wave contributions in the near-field and (c) domination of surface waves in the far-field (Mera 
1995) 
 Sanchez-Salinero et al. (1987) simulated SASW measurements by means of a Green’s 
function solution (including near-field effects) and compared the results to a far-field-only plane 
Rayleigh wave approach. They noted that body wave contributions are completely ignored in 
the far-field solution and sought to study the issue in greater depth. They also noted that, while 
the experimental dispersion curve was a product of all wave contributions from a point source, 
the inversion procedure used at the time was still based solely on plane Rayleigh waves. They 
performed a parametric study on data collection criteria to identify an optimum configuration of 
source and receivers. They ultimately recommended receiver spacing to wavelength (d/λ) ratio 
of at least 2.0 (first 720 degrees of phase plot omitted) to completely avoid the near-field for a 
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typical SASW setup with equal source-receiver and receiver spacings. They noted, however, that 
a d/λ of 1.0 (first 360 degrees of phase plot omitted) or greater could be used if more low-
frequency data were required. 
  Gucunski and Woods (1992) observed discrepancies among previously published SASW 
filtering criteria and performed several numerical simulations to evaluate these criteria. They 
modeled four typical profiles with finite element techniques, including the effects of body waves 
and higher mode Rayleigh waves. They examined the effects of source-receiver arrangements 
and filtering criteria on SASW results. They considered both equal and unequal spacings and 
found good agreement between unfiltered dispersion curves developed from different spacings, 
except at frequencies below 10 to 20 Hz (i.e. in the “near-field”), for most of the profiles they 
studied. They performed simulations with several filtering criteria, including that of Heisey et al. 
(1982), and proposed an alternative filtering criterion of d/λ ≥ 1.0 (first 360 degrees of phase 
plot omitted) to eliminate near-field effects. They noted that their numerical simulations 
assumed ideal conditions and, therefore, recommended performing a series of SASW field tests 
to validate the proposed criteria.  
 Joh (1996) proposed a different approach to deal with near-field effects in SASW: he 
applied a more advanced theoretical model and inversion method that could account for near-
field effects (the array inversion approach described in Section 2.3.1.3). The theoretical model 
used by Joh involves a computation of the Green’s function solution, the complete response due 
to all wave contributions, at each receiver location. The computer program WinSASW, described 
in Chapter 3, contains an implementation of Joh’s approach. Therefore, the near-field need not 
be avoided in the data collection stage, as it is included in the theoretical model. Joh’s approach, 
however, is not widely used in current practice – when it is used, data collection criteria 
originally developed to avoid the near-field are often applied.  
Joh (1996) also introduced the “array” inversion approach, whereby each segment of 
the experimental dispersion curve (corresponding to a particular spacing) is individually 
averaged to obtain multiple dispersion curves. In the plane wave analyses prevalent in current 
practice, all data are averaged into a single “global” experimental dispersion curve. The array 
inversion approach, which includes near-field effects, is compared with the plane wave 
approach, which only considers far-field planar Rayleigh waves, in Table 2.2.  The same 
comparison is illustrated graphically in Figure 2.12 – dispersion data from each SASW receiver 
spacing are shown in a separate color and theoretical dispersion curves are shown in black. The 
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plane wave solution provides a correct global average fit to experimental data when only far-
field (i.e. short wavelength) data are present and can be severely skewed by the presence of 
near-field effects (i.e. at longer wavelengths), as noted at left in Figure 2.12. The array inversion 
approach, however, fits experimental data for each SASW spacing with a separate average 
dispersion curve, thereby accounting for both the near-field and far-field, as shown at right in 
Figure 2.12. 
Table 2.2 Comparison of (A) current practice in SWM and (B) method considered in this study  
    Measurement Model Advantages Disadvantages 
A Plane Wave 
Approach 
Must avoid near-
field (Keep source 
far from receivers) 
Plane Rayleigh wave 
only 
Fast, simple plane 
wave model  
Large array 
spacing and large 
sources  needed  
B 
Alternative 
Approach 
(Array) 
May include               
near-field 
Complete wavefield, 
including near-field 
terms 
Near-field in 
theoretical model 
and measurement  
Computation time 
for model is large  
     
 
Figure 2.12 A far-field “plane wave” solution (black triangles, at left) fits the experimental data well at short 
wavelengths, while significant deviations – near-field effects – are evident at longer wavelengths. The 
“array” approach (black circles, at right) fits a theoretical curve to the individual dispersion curve from 
each receiver pair, thereby accounting for both the near-field and the far-field. 
2.4.3 Previous Studies on Near-field Effects in Multi-channel Methods 
Over the past decade, research has been devoted to understanding how to avoid near-field 
effects in multi-channel measurements. Researchers such as Xu et al. (2006), Yoon and Rix 
(2009), and Li (2011) have conducted thorough investigations with the aim of finding a minimum 
“offset” (i.e. source-receiver distance) to avoid near-field effects in multi-channel methods. 
Bodet et al. (2009) considered a minimum value for array length to avoid or average out near-
field effects. Others, such as Zywicki and Rix (2005), and more recently Park and Shawver (2009), 
have developed data processing techniques to directly mitigate near-field effects. 
The “plane wave” solution 
fits well in the far-field… 
…but not so well in 
the near-field! 
The “array” approach 
fits well everywhere! 
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With an aim to find a rigorous solution to the minimum offset problem, Xu et al. (2006) 
proceeded to study the minimum offset problem for a layered system theoretically. They 
considered a simple, layered elastic system, consisting of a single layer over a halfspace. Near-
field effects were theoretically considered as (1) the interaction of reflected P-waves and direct 
SV-waves (Figure 2.13a), and (2) the interaction of P- and SV-waves created at the free surface 
boundary by an incident SV-wave reflecting off the lower layer (Figure 2.13b). They found that 
both approaches produced the same solution (Equation 2.6), if the incident SV-wave in the latter 
approach is critically refracted. They developed a series of minimum offset curves as shown in 
Figure 2.13c. One problem with this approach is that the VP/VS contrast of the upper layer must 
be known a priori – although it is largely a site-dependent value, the authors suggest that     
VP/VS = 4.0 is common for near-surface materials. They admit that most surface wave testing will 
be controlled by the depth of investigation (i.e. wavelength), without prior knowledge of 
velocities, but note that the depth-based approach risks omitting high-frequency Rayleigh 
waves. 
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Figure 2.13 Near-field effects theoretically considered as (A) the interaction of direct SV-waves and reflected P-waves 
and (B) a reflected SV-wave producing P and SV-waves at the surface. Minimum offset curves (C) are shown as a 
function of upper layer VP/VS contrast and depth. Adapted from Xu et al. (2006). 
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 Yoon and Rix (2009) performed a thorough study on near-field effects in multi-channel 
measurements and developed a new parameter, the Normalized Array Center (NAC), for 
describing the minimum offset distance. They defined the NAC, the ratio between the center of 
the array and the wavelength of the Rayleigh wave (Equation 2.7) – a visual representation of 
NAC = 2 is presented in Figure 2.14. They also defined the normalized Rayleigh wave velocity 
(NRV) as the ratio of the measured velocity to the plane wave velocity (Equation 2.8). An NRV 
value of 1.0 corresponds to a purely far-field condition, while other values indicate the presence 
of near-field effects. 
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where x mean distance of all receivers in an array relative to the source; λR = 
wavelength of the Rayleigh wave; M = total number of receivers in the array; xm = distance of 
the mth receiver relative to the source; VR = measured Rayleigh wave velocity at frequency f and 
VR,plane = plane Rayleigh wave velocity at the same frequency.   
 
Figure 2.14 Schematic representation of the Normalized Array Center (NAC) parameter for a 24 receiver array 
To study near-field effects, Yoon and Rix (2009) performed extensive numerical 
modeling of various VS profiles (Figure 2.15), laboratory simulations with a “half-space” of 
synthetic material, and multi-channel field testing at the Oakridge landfill in Dorchester, South 
Carolina. They found good agreement among methods in the normalized (NAC/NRV) results, as 
shown in Figure 2.16, but were careful to note that differences in geometry and boundary 
conditions may influence such comparisons. They attribute much of the scatter to random 
errors in experimental measurements. From their results, Yoon and Rix (2009) derived the 
following key conclusions about near-field effects: (1) Near-field effects generally cause an 
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underestimation of dispersion values; (2) Near-field effects  are quite significant for irregular soil 
profiles, less so in simple profiles; (3) An increased number of receivers greatly reduces the 
intensity of near-field effects for irregular soil profiles; and (4) To limit the error in surface wave 
velocity to less than 15% (i.e. error in assuming a far-field solution when near-field effects are 
indeed present) the NAC values must be greater than 1, and to limit the error to less than 5%, 
NAC values must be greater than 2. 
 
Figure 2.15 VS Profiles used to study near-field effects for unsaturated conditions (Yoon and Rix 2009) 
 
 
Figure 2.16 Normalized comparison of numerical, laboratory, and field test results. Adapted from Yoon and Rix (2009)  
 One limitation of the Yoon and Rix (2009) study was that it only considered unsaturated 
conditions (Poisson’s ratio = 0.30). Li and Rosenblad (2011) showed experimental data that was 
inconsistent with some of Yoon and Rix’s findings and suggested that Poisson’s ratio may have a 
significant effect on near-field criteria. Li (2011) later extended the work of Yoon and Rix (2009) 
by considering minimum NAC values for saturated conditions. He performed several numerical 
analyses and compared his results to experimental results from multi-channel surface wave 
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testing at a field site in the Mississippi Embayment. His simulation results for unsaturated 
conditions (Poisson’s ratio = 0.30) agreed well with the criteria recommended by Yoon and Rix 
(2009), requiring NAC values of 1 to 2 for near-field avoidance with less than 5% error in NRV. 
He also showed, however, that the required NAC value varied greatly – ranging from 0.4 to 2.0 – 
depending on the VS profile gradient and the saturation conditions (i.e. Poisson’s ratio) of the 
site. 
 Bodet et al. (2009) simultaneously considered the effect of array length (i.e. “spread 
length”) on dispersion resolution and the presence of near-field effects in multi-channel SWM. 
They performed sensitivity studies with numerical and physical models to study the interaction 
of near-field effects and “spread length effects”, and determine maximum wavelength criteria 
for near-field avoidance. They observed that near-field effects become significant when the 
wavelength exceeds 50% of the spread length and recommended this value as a data collection 
criterion for multi-channel measurements. They noted, however, that such criteria lead to a loss 
of recorded data and suggested that alternative approaches should be considered, even to the 
point of “accepting” near-field effects. A composite interpretation of the near-field avoidance 
criteria recommended by Yoon and Rix (2009) and Bodet et al. (2009) is presented in           
Figure 2.17, indicating that the minimum NAC and array length to avoid the near-field is larger 
than previously thought. Using their criteria, a spread length of 180 m would be required to 
profile to a depth of 30m – in practice, however, such criteria are rarely applied. 
 
Figure 2.17 Minimum size and location required to truly avoid near-field effects with a multi-channel receiver array 
 Zywicki and Rix (2005) abandoned traditional plane wave analyses for a “cylindrical 
beamforming” processing technique that accounts for the cylindrically spreading nature of the 
Rayleigh wave in the near-field. They defined three variations of the “near-field effect” problem: 
(1) model incompatibility, between the actual cylindrically spreading wavefront and processing 
methods that assume a planar wavefront; (2) near-field body wave effects, arising from body 
wave propagation in the near-field that does not contribute higher Rayleigh wave modes; and 
(3) far-field body wave effects, caused by “body wave superposition contributing to additional 
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surface wave modes.” They observed that, while multi-channel methods do have an advantage 
over SASW in some areas, all surface wave methods appear to be equally afflicted with the 
model incompatibility issue. 
Therefore, Zywicki and Rix (2005) developed an alternative signal processing approach 
with an aim to resolve model incompatibility. The so-called “cylindrical beamformer” produces 
better phase velocity estimates than a traditional plane wave beamformer, but requires greater 
numerical complexity. Plane wave beamformers utilize the simple and efficient fast Fourier 
transform (FFT) algorithm, while the cylindrical beamformer requires a numerically-calculated 
steering vector for each possible wavenumber. Use of the cylindrical beamformer, however, 
requires accurate separation of Rayleigh wave modes, which can be difficult to establish with 
absolute certainty. Under the tenuous assumption that such modes can be accurately resolved, 
Zywicki and Rix further suggest that body wave contributions can also be eliminated, since body 
wave modes appear orthogonal to Rayleigh wave modes on a dispersion image. Li and 
Rosenblad (2011) showed only partial removal of near-field effects using the cylindrical 
beamformer. 
 Park and Shawver (2009) developed a data processing technique involving stacking 
MASW dispersion data from multiple source offsets to eliminate near-field effects. They 
collected experimental data from a stationary multi-channel array with multiple source impacts, 
the source being located at increasing distances (offsets) from the array with each impact. They 
used MASW to individually process the data from each impact and stacked the resulting 
dispersion images to produce a single dispersion image. They reasoned that each offset was 
subject to the same fundamental and higher modes of the underlying soil, which would lead to 
increased modal sensitivity. Similar to other variations of the multi-channel method, this 
approach also depends on the separation of modes, which can be ambiguous as previously 
noted.  
2.5 Previous Studies on Poisson’s Ratio and Surface Waves 
2.5.1 Introduction to Poisson’s Ratio and Surface waves 
Poisson’s ratio is an elastic constant describing the relationship between deformations of a 
material in orthogonal directions. In soils, the values of Poisson’s ratio can vary greatly (from 0.2 
to nearly 0.5) due to the presence of water in the void space. Typically, values of Poisson’s ratio 
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are assumed in the inversion stage of the analysis if they are not known a priori. This section 
summarizes past studies concerned with the effect of Poisson’s ratio on surface wave analyses. 
2.5.2 Assessing Sensitivity of Surface Wave Measurements to Poisson’s Ratio 
Mera (1995) considered the impact of Poisson’s ratio on near-field effects, in a theoretical 
sense, for the simple case of a harmonic point load source on the surface of a homogeneous 
halfspace. With his model, Mera proceeded to study the effect of Poisson’s ratio on wave 
propagation characteristics: he considered the proportion of “radiated power” in each wave 
type at a given Poisson’s ratio (Figure 2.18a) and differences in “dispersion” properties (both 
near-field and far-field) at different values of Poisson’s ratio (Figure 2.18b). The total radiated 
power for each wave type was determined by integrating the power per unit area over either a 
hemisphere of large radius (for body waves) or a cylinder of large radius (for surface waves). 
From Figure 2.18a, it appears that most of the energy from an impulse load is transmitted as 
surface waves (roughly 60 to 70 percent of the radiated power). From Figure 2.18b, it is evident 
that the only effect of Poisson’s ratio on the far-field solution is to shift the location of the 
dispersion curve (translation). In the near-field, however, it is evident that increasing the value 
of Poisson’s ratio results in not only translation, but also increasing undulations in the dispersion 
curve itself – suggesting that the near-field is more sensitive to changes in Poisson’s ratio than 
the far-field.  
 Chen et al. (2004) studied the impact of the source-receiver configuration on 
SASW results, with particular attention to the effect of Poisson’s ratio. They performed a 
parametric study on source-to-first-receiver distance (r), receiver-to-receiver distance (Δx), and 
Poisson’s ratio (ν) with an axisymmetric finite element model of a uniform elastic halfspace. The 
resulting dispersion curves, shown in Figure 2.19, experience increasingly large fluctuations as 
the value of Poisson’s ratio approaches saturated conditions (near ν=0.5). The effect is most 
notable when receivers are closely spaced (small Δx values) and close to the source (small r 
values). Chen et al. attributed these fluctuations to body wave interference, especially P-waves.  
Chen et al. (2004) observed that the validity of a plane Rayleigh wave (e.g. far-field) 
assumption is strongly dependent on the value of Poisson’s ratio: for instance, a minimum 
source offset of r/λ > 1 is valid when ν ≤ 0.25 – larger values of ν require larger minimum offsets 
for the plane wave assumption to be valid. They also noted that, while a large SASW receiver 
spacing would allow valid use of the plane wave assumption, it would require a larger source 
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and increase the potential for erroneous phase unwrapping. Solely on the basis of their SASW 
sensitivity study, they closed with a blanket statement that MASW is better than SASW. Chen et 
al. did not once use the term “near-field”, but its effect is quite evident in Figure 2.19 – where 
small spacings (r and Δx) correspond to large fluctuations in velocity values. 
 
 
Figure 2.18 Effect of Poisson's ratio on the near-field in terms of (A) the amount of “radiated power” in body waves 
and surface waves for various Poisson’s ratio values, and (B) normalized curves of vertical displacement versus 
average radial distance from the point load source – all lines represent near-field conditions unless otherwise noted. 
(Mera 1995) 
  Li (2011) studied the impact of Poisson’s ratio (ν) on the minimum offset required to 
avoid the near-field for multi-channel measurements of in saturated conditions (VP = 1600 m/s). 
They simulated surface wave measurements for five simple VS profiles (Figure 2.20) using a 
model that includes near-field effects. They studied the Rayleigh wave dispersion characteristics 
of the three profiles using the normalized parameter (NAC and NRV) approach developed by 
Yoon and Rix (2009). Defining a 5% in normalized velocity as the near-field threshold, they found 
good agreement with the recommendations of Yoon and Rix (2009) for the unsaturated case of 
uniform VS profile, with a limiting NAC of 2.0 to avoid the near-field. They found that the NAC 
value was strongly dependent on the VS profile and the value of Poisson’s ratio. Some cases 
required a restrictive limitation on the NAC value to avoid the near-field, while smaller NAC 
values were permissible for other cases. Depending on the VS profile and Poisson’s ratio value, 
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they found limiting NAC values spanning a large range from 2.0 to 0.4. A typical normalized 
dispersion curve from this study, with a limiting NAC value of approximately 2.0, is shown in 
Figure 2.21. 
 
Figure 2.19 Normalized dispersion curves from a parametric study of source-to-first-receiver spacing (r), receiver-to-
receiver spacing (Δx), and Poisson’s ratio (ν) performed by Chen et al. (2004)  
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Figure 2.20 VS profiles used to study near-field effects in saturated conditions. Adapted from Li (2011) 
 
 
Figure 2.21 Saturated versus unsaturated dispersion curves for the non-dispersive case (Rosenblad and Li 2011) 
2.5.3 Inferring Poisson’s Ratio from Surface Wave Measurements 
As shown in Figure 2.18, the value of Poisson’s ratio affects the energy transmitted by the 
Rayleigh wave and far-field Rayleigh wave velocity. However, because the shape of the far-field 
dispersion curve does not change with Poisson’s ratio, it is not possible to infer Poisson’s ratio 
from far-field Rayleigh waves alone. In other words, the same quality of fit between the 
experimental and theoretical dispersion curves can be achieved with any value of Poisson’s 
ratio. Therefore, in current SWM practice using far-field dispersion curves, the value of Poisson’s 
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ratio must be assumed for SWM analyses if it is not known independently. If the wrong value of 
Poisson’s ratio is assumed, the final VS profile determined from the SWM will be incorrect. This 
error is currently accepted in SWM practice. Only a few studies have considered how to 
determine Poisson’s ratio from surface wave measurements. 
 Ivanov et al. (2000) used multi-channel data to perform both MASW (to determine the 
VS profile) and a refraction analysis (to determine the P-wave velocity profile from the first 
arrivals), from which a profile of Poisson’s ratio was inferred. This is an example of using a 
supplementary method (in this case, refraction) to determine Poisson’s ratio at the site. Here, 
data collected from a single long receiver array was processed by both methods. MASW 
processing was used to determine a contour map of VS versus depth and horizontal distance. A 
distribution of Poisson’s ratio (in relation to depth or VS) was assumed and the P-wave velocity 
model was adjusted until it closely matched the experimental P wave refraction results. The P-
wave velocity (VP) profile is assumed to have the variation trends as the VS profile (derived from 
MASW) to provide a starting model and thereby yield a unique solution to the refraction 
analysis. 
The approach of Ivanov et al. (2000) has the advantage of producing a 2D planar profile 
of Poisson’s ratio for a site along the line of the receiver array. However, this method is limited 
to profiles where velocity increases with depth. In the case of a decrease in velocity with depth, 
the transmitted wave would become “trapped” in the lower velocity layer and would not refract 
back to the surface. If layers of increasing velocity are underlain by low velocity layer, then a 
profile of Poisson’s ratio derived from the approach of Ivanov et al. would only be valid above 
the low velocity layer. A similar problem occurs if the refracting layer is deeper than the profiling 
depth of the surface wave – in which case a profile of Poisson’s ratio would be limited by the 
latter.  
 Another approach, using surface wave data alone, was examined by Karray and Lefebvre 
(2008) using a multi-modal SASW inversion to compute the value of Poisson’s ratio for a given 
profile. They separated modes in the experimental dispersion data by multiple applications of 
time-variable filters. The multi-modal inversion requires an initial assumption of Poisson’s ratio, 
which is then used to evaluate the fundamental Rayleigh mode; the theoretical (first or higher) 
mode is compared to a comparable mode determined experimentally. The P-wave velocity 
profile is then adjusted and the inversion repeated iteratively until the theoretical and 
experimental modes match. Combining VS and VP profiles provides a profile of Poisson’s ratio. 
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Error is minimized in the matching of modes by use of a linear optimization (simplex) algorithm 
controlled by least-squares criteria. They analyzed both simulated and experimental data and 
found good agreement with the theoretical model. 
 Karray and Lefebvre (2008) derived three key conclusions regarding Poisson’s ratio and 
surface wave measurements. First, they observed that Poisson’s ratio has a greater effect on the 
theoretical dispersion curve for real profiles than it does for simple (e.g. homogeneous or two-
layer) profiles. Second, the magnitude of error in VS profile estimation, due to an incorrect value 
of Poisson’s ratio, depends on the VS profile gradient and the VS pattern in the upper layers. 
Third, they caution that, if Poisson’s ratio is going to be assumed instead of inverted, the 
greatest care must be taken to select a value based on all available information; further adding 
that the value of Poisson’s ratio above the water table may be the most critical of all. They also 
note that fundamental mode Rayleigh wave processing of the same data can lead to different VS 
profiles for different assumptions of Poisson’s ratio. 
2.5.4 Relevance of Past Studies: Inferring Poisson’s Ratio from the Near-field 
This thesis examines another approach to inferring Poisson’s ratio from surface wave 
measurements alone. It posits that Poisson’s ratio can be inferred from surface wave analyses 
by intentionally including more of the near-field in both the data collection and inversion stages. 
Some previous studies (Chen et al. 2004; Li 2011; Rosenblad and Li 2011) have considered the 
effect of Poisson’s ratio on the near-field portion of the dispersion curve. Others (Ivanov et al. 
2000; Karray and Lefebvre 2008) have attempted, by various methods, to infer Poisson’s ratio 
from surface wave data. Yet no one, to the author’s knowledge, has attempted to infer Poisson’s 
ratio by using the near-field portion of the dispersion curve. One objective of this research is to 
determine if this is possible. 
 The data presented by Chen et al. (2004) – for SASW – and Li (2011) – for multi-channel 
SWM – appear to show that it should be possible to infer Poisson’s ratio using the near-field 
data (although this was not their objective): Referring to Figure 2.19 and Figure 2.21 it is 
apparent that, the shape of the dispersion curve in the near-field changes with changes in 
Poisson’s ratio. Furthermore, the relative shape of the dispersion curve at different values of 
Poisson’s ratio (see also Figure 2.18) indicates that surface wave analyses, with near-field effects 
included, should be sensitive to the “correct” value of Poisson’s ratio. The presence of such 
sensitivity suggests that Poisson’s ratio can be determined in the inversion stage of the analysis.  
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3 METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Introduction 
Chapter 3 describes the approach used to study the effect of the near-field on active-source 
surface wave measurements. Section 3.2 describes the two theoretical models used for surface 
wave analyses in this study. Section 3.3 describes the commercial software program WinSASW, 
which was extensively used in the surface wave analyses performed for this thesis. Section 3.4 
describes the approach used to process multi-channel data for import into WinSASW. Section 
3.5 describes the methods used to assess the sensitivity of the near-field portion of the 
dispersion curve to various changes in profile conditions. Section 3.6 describes the methods 
used to simulate, process, and invert experimental surface wave data to assess the effectiveness 
of different data collection and inversion procedures. Section 3.7 describes how experimental 
data from a real field site were collected, processed, and inverted to assess the effectiveness of 
different data collection and inversion procedures.  
3.2 Theoretical Models 
Two theoretical models of surface wave propagation were used in this study. The two 
dimensional “plane wave” solution (termed “2D” in this thesis), as described in Section 3.2.1, 
computes the normal modes of planar Rayleigh wave propagation in a layered system. This 
model is commonly used as the theoretical model in the inversion stage of surface wave 
analysis. The three-dimensional solution (termed “3D” in this thesis) computes displacements 
from all wave contributions (surface waves and body waves) at a given distance from the 
source. This model is more computationally extensive than the 2D solution, but provides a 
realistic model of wave propagation in surface wave measurements. In this study, the 3D 
solution was used both to simulate experimental surface wave measurements and, in some 
cases, to compute the theoretical model in the inversion analysis stage.  Regardless of the 
application, the mathematical model assumes a horizontally layered profile over a uniform 
halfspace. The key characteristic of each solution, as it pertains to this thesis, is the presence of 
near-field effects in the 3D solution and lack thereof in the 2D solution. 
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3.2.1 Two-dimensional Solution (2D) 
The 2D solution is used to calculate the normal modes of Rayleigh wave propagation in a 
horizontally layered half-space. The modes of propagation are usually presented in terms of 
dispersion curves expressing the phase velocity of each mode of propagation as a function of 
frequency or wavelength. The 2D solution can be obtained using either the transfer matrix 
approach (Haskell 1953; Thompson 1950) or the stiffness matrix approach (Kausel and Roesset 
1981). In this study, the 2D solution was obtained using the program WinSASW, which contains 
an implementation of the stiffness matrix approach. 
 In the stiffness matrix approach, displacements the top and bottom of each layer in the 
profile are related to the external loads applied at the same interfaces through a local (i.e. layer-
specific) stiffness matrix. The local stiffness matrices of individual layers are combined in a global 
stiffness matrix, while considering the compatibility of displacements and force equilibrium at 
each layer interface. The displacements and forces for the layered profile are related as: 
 PUK   (3.1) 
where K is the dynamic stiffness matrix for the layered medium, U is a vector of layer interface 
displacements, and P is a vector of applied loads at the interfaces. The normal modes of the 
system can be obtained from Equation 3.1 by setting the force vector equal to zero. A 
characteristic equation is obtained by equating the determinant of the stiffness matrix to zero. 
The roots of the characteristic equation are the normal modes of Rayleigh wave propagation. 
Details of this procedure can be found in Kausel and Roesset (1981). 
 In the case of a homogeneous half-space, this approach produces a single Rayleigh 
mode (i.e. the fundamental mode). In a layered system, where properties change with depth, 
multiple modes of propagation are possible. The 2D solution corresponds to the fundamental 
mode of Rayleigh wave propagation (i.e. the smallest eigenvalue of the dynamic stiffness 
matrix), which gives good results for soil deposits with gradually varying shear wave velocities 
with depth (Joh 1996; Mera 1991). The primary limitation of the 2D model is that it does not 
account for the cylindrical spreading of the surface waves and it does not include the 
contributions of body waves. It is an appropriate model only for locations far from the source 
(the far-field) where these contributions can be considered negligible.  
In this thesis, the 2D solution was used for two primary purposes: (1) to serve as a 
baseline for comparison to 3D results and (2) to evaluate the consequences of using a plane 
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wave inversion on data that includes near-field effects. For the sensitivity study described in 
Section 3.5, forward modeling was performed using both 2D and 3D solutions for the same 
profile conditions. Any result produced by the 3D solution that deviated from the 2D solution 
was considered as the effect of the near-field. In the inversion analysis studies, with both 
simulated (Section 3.6) and real data (Section 3.7), the results of 2D and 3D inversions were 
compared to assess the effectiveness of the inversion process when varying levels of near-field 
contribution are included in the analysis.  
3.2.2 Three-Dimensional (3D) Complete Solution  
A better simulation of surface wave measurements can be achieved using the so-called three-
dimensional (3D) solution, which includes all body wave and surface wave contributions and 
incorporates three-dimensional wave propagation. By modeling the complete wave field, the 3D 
solution accurately models wave propagation in both the near-field and the far-field. The 3D 
solution implemented in WinSASW calculates the dynamic response of a soil profile at a given 
distance from the source to a vertical disk load applied at the surface. In this way, the 3D model 
closely simulates the actual surface wave measurement performed in the field. The 
displacements can be used to calculate a theoretical dispersion curve for the inversion analysis. 
The dispersion curve obtained in this manner is not necessarily one particular Rayleigh wave 
mode, but may be a superposition of body waves and modes from surface waves (i.e. “effective” 
or “apparent” mode). This subsection presents a summary of the 3D method drawing from 
Roesset et al. (1991). A more detailed presentation of this method can be found in Kausel and 
Peek (1982). 
For axisymmetric loading, the radial and vertical displacements, U and W, can be 
calculated from:  
     


0
11 dkkrJkRJuqRU  (3.2) 
     


0
01 dkkrJkRJwW  (3.3) 
where J0 and J1 are zero and first order Bessel functions, k is the wave number, r is the radial 
distance from the source to the receiver location, R is the radius of the source, and q is the 
magnitude of the uniformly distributed surface load. The displacements u and w  are functions 
of the wave number, k, which can be obtained by assembling the global stiffness matrix and 
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solving Equation 3.1 for a harmonic load at the surface. Therefore, solving for the displacements 
requires assembling the stiffness matrix, K, of the layered medium, solving Equation 3.1 for 
many different wavenumbers, k, and numerically evaluating the integrals of Equations 3.2 and 
3.3 (Li 2011; Mera 1995). This approach (termed the continuous formulation) is efficient for 
simple layered systems, but requires excessive computational resources and is not practical for a 
system with several layers (Roesset et al. 1991). An alternative approach is the so-called 
“discrete” formulation, also known as the thin layer method (TLM). For the discrete formulation, 
a Taylor series expansion is applied to the elements of the dynamic stiffness matrix, K, and 
truncated at the second-order term. This is equivalent to assuming that displacements in each 
layer vary linearly with depth, which requires that layers be subdivided into sufficiently thin 
layers to produce reliable results. The 3D solution implemented in WinSASW and applied in this 
study uses the discrete formulation (Joh 1996). 
 The 3D solution was used extensively in the studies performed for this thesis. Ground 
motions at various distances from the source were simulated using the 3D solution. 
Experimental dispersion curves were calculated from the simulated displacements and 
compared to 2D to assess the influence of near-field contributions. Both the 2D and 3D forward 
models were used to calculate theoretical dispersion curves in the inversion analysis to assess 
the ability to recover the original shear wave velocity profile using different data collection 
criteria and inversion models. 
3.3 Surface Wave Analyses with WinSASW 
WinSASW is a windows-based surface wave analysis program developed at the University of 
Texas. The research completed for this thesis made extensive use of WinSASW to study the 
influence of near-field effects on surface wave measurements. Specifically, the following 
analyses were performed with WinSASW: (1) development of individual experimental dispersion 
curves using phase unwrapping, (2) calculating an average experimental dispersion curve from 
several individual dispersion curves, (3) performing forward modeling using either the 2D or 3D 
solution (Section 3.2) to calculate theoretical dispersion curves for a given soil profile, and (4) 
performing inversion analysis to minimize the error between theoretical and experimental 
dispersion curves by iteratively adjusting the model VS profile with an optimization algorithm. 
The surface wave data processing and analysis procedures implemented in WinSASW, and used 
in this study, are described below. 
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3.3.1 Dispersion Processing/Phase Unwrapping 
Experimental data were imported into WinSASW in the form of a transfer function – a wrapped 
phase plot showing the phase difference between receivers as a function of frequency – as 
shown in Figure 3.1. For most of the analyses performed in this study (Section 3.6), experimental 
data were simulated using the program FitSASW, which produces the transfer function as a 
direct output (Section 3.6.1). For analyses performed using real experimental data (Section 3.7), 
transfer functions were computed from time-series data transformed into the frequency 
domain using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and cross-multiplication. Separate transfer 
functions were developed or calculated for each receiver spacing used in the simulation or field 
data collection. 
 
 
Figure 3.1 Example of wrapped phase plot (i.e. transfer function) imported into WinSASW for processing  
Having input a wrapped phase plot in WinSASW for each receiver spacing, the next step 
was to omit (i.e. “mask out”) portions of the phase plot corresponding to regions affected by 
near-field effects. For the examples shown in this section, the near-field criterion of Gucunski 
and Woods (1992) was applied, which requires that the first 360° of the wrapped phase plot be 
masked out (i.e. d/λ = 1.0). The measurement settings window of WinSASW, where the d/ λ 
criterion can be entered directly, is shown in Figure 3.2, while an example of phase plot masking 
is shown in Figure 3.3. The number of “jumps” from -180° to + 180° contained by each “masked 
out” region must be specified during the masking process to produce the correct experimental 
dispersion curve. 
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Figure 3.2 Measurement settings window in WinSASW 
 
Figure 3.3 Example of “masking out” near-field effects (left side) and poor quality data (right side) in WinSASW 
 Once the masking process was complete, the next step was to determine the 
unwrapped phase and produce a dispersion curve. The unwrapping process, itself, was 
performed internally in WinSASW. A dispersion curve produced from the masked wrapped 
phase data above (Figure 3.3) is shown in Figure 3.4. The masking and unwrapping processes 
were repeated with data from several different receiver spacings to produce the individual 
segments of the “composite” dispersion curve shown in Figure 3.5. The composite dispersion 
curve, however, may include hundreds of data points, which can be very computationally 
demanding for an inversion analysis.  
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Figure 3.4 Single dispersion curve from a 4m SASW spacing, as calculated from the wrapped phase plot of Figure 3.3 
 
Figure 3.5 Composite dispersion curve generated from SASW spacings of 4m, 10m, 20m, 40m, 80m, 160m, and 300m 
3.3.2 Averaging Experimental Dispersion Data 
An averaging scheme was applied to the composite experimental dispersion curve to generate 
an average experimental dispersion curve that can be used in the inversion analyses. WinSASW 
can average the composite dispersion curve in two different ways, “global” or “array”, 
depending on the method of inversion analysis to be implemented. Implementation differences 
between these methods are discussed later in this section, but both of them use the same 
averaging algorithm. Much of the following description, concerning the averaging algorithm in 
WinSASW, is drawn from the work of Joh (1996). 
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 The averaging algorithm in WinSASW is based on the principle of a moving average, a 
linear operation, where an arithmetic average is calculated for m consecutive data points. The 
average value of a moving average is assigned to the middle point of the m consecutive points. 
For the next average value, the m-point segment is shifted by one point, such that m-1 points 
are overlapping the previous segment. WinSASW uses “a polynomial best-fit curve to obtain the 
average for each segment, combined with the idea of overlapping the segments to extract the 
basic trends,” as shown in Figure 3.6.  
 
Figure 3.6 Illustration of the averaging scheme used in WinSASW (Joh 1996) 
Joh (1996) proceeds to describe the five steps of the averaging process in detail: 
1. Determine the distribution of data in the average experimental dispersion curve.  
Joh noted that small wavelength data ultimately produces a better VS profile. 
Therefore, he introduced a constant “increment ratio” to distribute “more data in the 
small wavelength range” and determine “where the average phase velocities are 
evaluated.” The length of the division, di, which is represented by an average velocity, is 
increased by a constant ratio, r, as shown in Equation 3.4. 
 ii drd 1  (3.4) 
where the increment ratio, r, typically ranges from 1.01 to 1.20. When the desirable 
number of points for the average dispersion curve is n, the ith wavelength, λi, is 
determined as shown in Equation 3.5. 
 
2
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where λi,l and λi,h are the low and high ends of the ith division, di, and are related to di as 
shown in Equation 3.6. The values of λi,l and λi,h are determined as shown in Equations 
3.7 and 3.8. 
 lihiid ,,    (3.6) 
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Here, λmax and λmin are the maximum and minimum wavelengths, respectively, of the 
composite experimental dispersion curve. 
2. Determine the length of the segment of the composite experimental dispersion curve 
used to evaluate the representative phase velocity for the wavelength λi.  
When the desirable number of segments is k, the length of the segment, |Si|, is 
determined to be constant on the logarithmic scale, as shown in Equation 3.9.  
 
k
Si
minmax loglog    (3.9) 
The left and right ends of the segment, Si,left and Si,right, are determined by Equations 3.10 
and 3.11, respectively. Therefore, the average phase velocity for the wavelength λi is 
calculated from the data in the wavelength range given by Equation 3.12. 
 
2/
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 rightilefti SS ,,    (3.12) 
3. Perform a polynomial best-fit analysis for the phase velocities in the segment specified in 
Step 2 and determine the best-fit polynomial function for the segment. 
4. Evaluate the average phase velocity by plugging the wavelength λi into the estimated 
polynomial best-fit function. 
5. Repeat the previous four steps by changing the polynomial order and/or the number of 
segments until a desirable average dispersion curve is obtained.  
A visual inspection, comparing the composite and average dispersion curves, should be 
performed to determine whether or not the computed average curve is acceptable.  
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In WinSASW, the averaging algorithm is activated from the user interface shown in 
Figure 3.7. The user specifies values for the span width, di, number of segments, k, increment 
ratio, r, and the polynomial order for the best-fit curve. A “Global” average dispersion curve is 
determined by applying the moving average approach to the entire composite curve as a single 
dataset, thereby generating a single average dispersion curve. An example of a global average 
experimental dispersion curve is shown in Figure 3.8, underlain by the original composite 
dispersion curve (in gray).  The “Array” approach, however, applies the moving average 
approach individually to each segment of the composite dispersion curve, thus producing a 
series of average dispersion curves – one for each individual receiver spacing. An example of an 
array average experimental dispersion curve is shown in Figure 3.9, also underlain by the 
original composite dispersion curve (in gray). In any case, the average dispersion curve is taken 
as the experimental dispersion curve for the inversion analyses.  
 
Figure 3.7 User interface for experimental dispersion curve averaging in WinSASW 
 
Figure 3.8 Global average experimental dispersion curve computed in WinSASW for the composite dispersion curve of 
Figure 3.5, with the parameters indicated in Figure 3.7 
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Figure 3.9 Array experimental dispersion curve – with a separate average curve for each spacing – computed in 
WinSASW for the composite dispersion curve of Figure 3.5, with the parameters indicated in Figure 3.7 
3.3.3 Forward Modeling 
Forward modeling proceeds “forward” from assumed profile parameters to produce the 
corresponding theoretical dispersion curve. In the software program WinSASW (Joh 1996), 
forward modeling is implemented as shown in Figure 3.10  (taken from version 2.3.1). The 
WinSASW user enters all forward modeling data in the window shown at left (Figure 3.10a), 
including: (1) selection of 2D or 3D analysis, (2) entry of profile information, including layer 
thickness, VP, VS, density, Poisson’s ratio, and damping, (3) specification of receiver locations – 
only applies to 3D analysis – and (4) the wavelength range according to an appropriate data 
collection criterion.  
An example of forward modeling output from WinSASW is shown at right (Figure 3.10b), 
where the red curve is the theoretical dispersion curve produced by forward modeling. The blue 
curve in Figure 3.10b is an experimental dispersion curve derived from a “global” average of 
experimental data. Forward modeling can be used with a manual “trial-and-error” approach to 
find the profile which produces a good fit between theoretical and experimental dispersion 
curves. However, several iterations of “trial-and-error” are required to produce a good fit, which 
makes it a very inefficient and cumbersome method. In this thesis, forward modeling analyses 
were used in the preliminary sensitivity study (Section 3.5) to perform both 2D and 3D analyses 
and study the effect of the near-field on the dispersion curve. An automated inversion 
approach, described below, was used to determine the VS profiles. 
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Figure 3.10 Forward modeling (a) profile parameter input and (b) theoretical dispersion curve output (red) in 
WinSASW 
3.3.4 Inversion Analysis 
3.3.4.1 Global Versus Array Inversion 
Inversion analyses in WinSASW can be one of three types: 2D Global, 3D Global, or 3D Array. 
The first part of each designation refers to the type of theoretical model, 2D or 3D, used to fit 
the theoretical dispersion curve (see Section 3.2) in the inversion process. The second part of 
the designation refers to the type of averaging scheme, Global or Array, used to generate the 
experimental dispersion curve (see Section 3.3.2) for the inversion process. By extension, then, 
an experimental dispersion curve derived from a global average must be fit by a global-type 
theoretical dispersion curve – a “global inversion” – while an array average experimental curve 
requires an array-type theoretical fit – an “array inversion.” 
 The 2D global inversion, therefore, assumes far-field plane Rayleigh wave conditions for 
both experimental and theoretical (global) dispersion curves. Since the 2D solution is a modal 
solution, no receiver locations are specified for the theoretical model. The 3D global inversion 
uses the same global experimental curve as used in the 2D inversion, but uses the 3D model to 
calculate the theoretical dispersion curve. The 3D solution requires knowledge of the receiver 
locations, but the global experimental curve is not associated with a particular receiver spacing 
Specify receiver 
spacing 
Specify 
wavelength range 
Select 2D or 3D analysis + 
Specify profile information 
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(i.e. it is assembled from averaging several receiver pairs). Therefore, a common approach has 
been to assume the receiver locations are two wavelengths and four wavelengths from the 
source for each of the frequencies calculated. Using this approach, the 3D model is a far-field 
solution (i.e. calculating the response at locations greater than 2 wavelengths from the source), 
but the experimental dispersion curve contains data at shorter wavelengths. To avoid this 
inconsistency, Joh (1996) suggested the 3D array inversion approach, which uses each of the 
individual average experimental dispersion curves and calculates theoretical dispersion curves 
for each of the receiver locations used in the experimental data collection. In this way, the 3D 
array inversion accurately simulates the surface wave measurement for an “array” of receiver 
spacings. WinSASW interfaces used to specify profile data and inversion type are shown in 
Figure 3.11. 
 
Figure 3.11 Profile parameter input windows for (a) global inversions and (b) array inversions in WinSASW 
3.3.4.2 Starting Model Computation 
The inversion analysis algorithm implemented in WinSASW uses the Newton-Raphson method 
for non-linear root finding, which requires an initial guess that is close to the true value, so as to 
avoid numerical traps like local minima. Therefore, a “starting model” profile is computed prior 
Receiver 
 locations 
used in the 
field  
Wavelength range 
automatically calculated 
from experimental curve  
Receiver locations at 2λ 
and 4λ for the global 
disp. curve  
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to initiating an inversion analysis. For WinSASW, Joh (1996) adapted an approach developed by 
Roesset and Foinquinos (1991) to compute a starting model in two phases. Details of this 
procedure are presented in Joh (1996) and summarized below. Experimental dispersion data are 
used to compute a temporary layering arrangement (number of layers and thickness) for a 
Phase 1 profile, as shown in Figure 3.12. The thickness of each layer is determined from the 
wavelength of a given dispersion data point and an assumed depth-to-wavelength ratio, α. The 
shear wave velocities of each layer are determined one-by-one, starting from the top layer and 
working down. Initially, a one-layer system is assumed and a stiffness matrix is assembled. The 
shear wave velocity is varied to make the determinant of the stiffness matrix zero. The same 
scheme is used working down (two-layered systems, etc.) for each point in the dispersion curve.  
A Phase 2 profile, which is used as the starting model for the inversion process, is computed 
from the layering of the Phase 1 profile as shown in Figure 3.13. The procedure is repeated for 
different values of α, and the model having the lowest RMS error when compared to the 
experimental dispersion curve is selected as the starting model for use in the inversion analysis 
(Figure 3.15).   
 
Figure 3.12 Development of Phase 1 starting model profile from experimental dispersion data (Joh 1996) 
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Figure 3.13 Development of Phase 2 starting model profile from a Phase 1 profile (Joh 1996) 
 
Figure 3.14 Interface for starting model computation and inversion analysis in WinSASW 
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Figure 3.15 Selection of starting model with the lowest RMS error prior to starting an inversion analysis in WinSASW 
3.3.4.3 Maximum Likelihood Inversion Method 
WinSASW uses the “maximum likelihood” method to match the theoretical dispersion curve to 
the experimental curve. The goal of this inversion approach is to find the VS profile that has the 
greatest statistical likelihood of producing a match between the theoretical and experimental 
dispersion curves. The maximum likelihood method “asserts that the optimum shear wave 
velocity profile maximizes the probability that the dispersion curve determined by the shear 
wave velocity is the experimental dispersion curve” (Joh 1996). A detailed description of the 
maximum likelihood method is beyond the scope of this thesis. For an in-depth discussion of the 
theoretical and statistical underpinnings of the approach, the reader is referred to the work of 
Joh (1996), Tarantola (1987), and Menke (1984). 
 In the WinSASW global inversion approach, a single theoretical dispersion curve from 
the starting soil profile model is calculated from either the 2D model or the 3D global model. 
The inversion proceeds by calculating the error between the experimental and theoretical 
dispersion curves. The sensitivity matrix (i.e. partial derivative of phase velocity relative to shear 
wave velocity) is calculated and used to improve the fit by iteratively updating the soil model. 
The inversion is completed when the RMS error reaches a sufficiently low value. As noted above, 
the model requires several soil parameters, including: (1) layer thickness, (2) shear wave 
velocity, (3) Poisson’s ratio (or P-wave velocity), (4) damping, and (5) mass density. In the 
inversion process, all values except the shear wave velocity are held constant. With the array 
inversion approach, the 3D forward model is calculated using actual receiver locations from the 
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experimental data collection stage. Therefore, several individual theoretical dispersion curves 
are calculated – one for each segment of the experimental dispersion curve (which correspond 
to specific receiver pairs). The sensitivity matrix is calculated for points in each individual 
dispersion curve (Figure 3.16). The inversion procedure seeks to minimize the overall misfit 
between the experimental and theoretical dispersion data (Figure 3.17 
An inversion analysis in WinSASW, using the starting model selected in Figure 3.15, is 
shown as in progress in Figure 3.17 and as completed in Figure 3.18. Using a 2D global inversion, 
the root-mean-square (RMS) error of the fit between theoretical and experimental dispersion 
curves was reduced from the starting model value of 5.36 to 1.47 after the final iteration. The 
inversion is typically completed within five iterations. 
 
 
Figure 3.16 Partial derivative matrix computation for the array inversion method (Joh 1996) 
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Figure 3.17 Completed maximum likelihood inversion analysis in WinSASW, showing final VS profile – the starting 
model is shown in Figure 3.15 
 
Figure 3.18 Completed maximum likelihood inversion analysis in WinSASW, showing layer resolution results – the 
starting model is shown in Figure 3.15 
3.4 Processing of Multi-channel Data 
In addition to the SASW analysis described in the previous section, multi-channel surface wave 
data was also analyzed in this study. Unlike the SASW method, where the phase difference 
between receiver pairs is manually unwrapped, multi-channel methods use a single array of 
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receivers and a wavefield transformation method to develop the dispersion curve. The main 
advantage of multi-channel methods is the possibility to separate individual modes. Therefore 
the theoretical model used in multi-channel analyses is almost always a modal solution (2D). In 
this study, dispersion curves were developed for both real and simulated multi-channel data 
using the frequency-domain beamformer (FDBF) approach. The dispersion curve produced by 
the FDBF technique was imported directly into WinSASW and averaged by the averaging 
approach described in Section 3.4.2. Inversion analyses were then performed in WinSASW, as 
described in Section 3.4.3, using the 2D global inversion. Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2  describe the 
FDBF method used to develop the experimental dispersion curves and draws extensively from Li 
(2011). 
3.4.1 Definition of the Spatiospectral Correlation Matrix 
Frequency-domain beamforming requires calculation of the spatiospectral correlation matrix. 
The spatiospectral correlation matrix is composed of the cross-power spectra (i.e. wrapped 
phase plots) for the phase difference between every possible two-receiver combination in the 
array. A graphical representation of the matrix is presented in Figure 3.19, where each row can 
be considered as the relation of a given receiver to every other receiver in the array. The labeled 
axes correspond to the axes of each individual subplot, while the long diagonal shows the 
“phase difference” for a receiver location in relation to itself (auto power spectrum). 
 
Figure 3.19 Graphical representation of a spatiospectral correlation matrix (Yoon 2005)  
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Mathematically, the spatiospectral correlation matrix is computed by use of the 
following equations. The cross-power spectrum for each receiver pair, the “elements” of the 
matrix, is computed as shown in the following equation: 
       *jiji SSR   (3.13) 
where  
ji
R  is the cross-power spectrum between receivers i and j,  iS  is the linear 
spectrum at circular frequency ω for the ith receiver, and  jS  is the linear spectrum for the 
jth receiver. The (*) indicates complex conjugation. Therefore, the spatiospectral correlation 
matrix, R(ω), is defined as shown in Equation 3.14. 
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3.4.2 Dispersion Processing by the Frequency-Domain Beamformer (FDBF) Method 
The FDBF approach essentially involves a phase shifting and summing of receiver responses for 
different trial wavenumbers, k, in search of the k that dominates wave propagation. To identify 
the dominant k value, a plot of wavenumber versus power – the steered power spectrum – is 
constructed for a given frequency, f0. The steered power response spectrum is computed as 
shown in Equation 3.5 (Johnson and Dudgeon 1993). 
        keWRWkekP HFDBF  ,  (3.15) 
where  H is the Hermitian transpose, W is a diagonal matrix of receiver weighting factors, R(ω) is 
the spectrospatial correlation matrix defined in Section 3.4.1, and e(k) is the steering (i.e. phase-
shift) vector. The steering vector, e(k), is defined as shown in Equation 3.16. 
       Tmxkjxkjxkjke  expexpexp)( 21   (3.16) 
where k  is the wavenumber vector, xm is the spatial location of the mth receiver, and  
T is the 
transpose vector. The array is steered with exponential phase shift vectors associated with 
different trial wavenumbers k . An example of a steered power response spectrum is presented 
in Figure 3.20. The peak wavenumber, kpeak, corresponds to the dominant mode of the steered 
power response spectrum. Knowing kpeak and the associated frequency, f0, (or circular frequency, 
ω) the phase velocity of the Rayleigh wave, VR, can be computed as shown in Equation 3.17. This 
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yields one point on the dispersion curve relating velocity and frequency (or wavelength). The 
same procedure is, therefore, repeated for a range of frequencies to produce a complete 
experimental dispersion curve. If multiple peaks are present, higher modes of propagation can 
be identified in the power response plot. 
 
Figure 3.20 Example of a steered power response spectrum at a frequency of 10 Hz (Li 2011; Yoon 2005) 
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The preceding sections described the tools that were used to perform this research (models and 
software). Presented below are the specific procedures used to perform the three studies 
conducted in this research, namely (1) a preliminary sensitivity study of near-field effects to 
changes in profile parameters, (2) inversion analyses using simulated experimental data and (3) 
inversion analyses using real experimental data. 
3.5 Preliminary Sensitivity Study 
As discussed in Chapter 2, most surface wave research to date has been concerned with 
avoiding the near-field in both the data collection and processing stages, so that a far-field 
model (i.e. 2D plane wave) can be reliably used for the inversion analysis stage. In these studies 
(Li and Rosenblad 2011; Sanchez-Salinero et al. 1987; Yoon and Rix 2009) it has been observed 
that near-field effects change not only with data collection procedures (i.e. how close the array 
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is to the source), but also with variations in the profile parameters. It stands to reason that, if 
near-field effects are sensitive to changes in profile parameters, then including the near-field in 
the data collection and analysis could help to infer unknown profile conditions. The extent to 
which parametric variations can be resolved from the near-field portion of the dispersion curve 
is not well understood. 
In the preliminary stages of developing a research plan for this thesis, a sensitivity study 
was performed to assess the sensitivity of the near-field portion of the dispersion curve to 
changes in several profile parameters. Parametric variations were analyzed using both the 2D 
plane wave and 3D theoretical forward models. Results derived from the 3D solution, which 
includes near-field effects, were compared with those derived from 2D solution. The latter does 
not include near-field effects, allowing for a comparison of changes in the near-field and far-field 
portions of the dispersion curve. The purpose of this portion of the study was to identify 
parameters for further study.  
3.5.1 Selection of Study Profiles 
Three simple baseline VS profiles (Figure 3.21a) were used in the sensitivity study. The baseline 
profiles included (1) a uniform VS profile, (2) a simple soft-over-stiff layered system, and (3) and 
a profile having a linear increase in VS with depth, each underlain by a uniform halfspace. The 
following profile parameters were varied in this study: (1) halfspace velocity (±10% and ±20%), 
depth to the lower layer in the soft-over-stiff VS profile (±10% and ±20%), (3) velocity gradient at 
the soft-over-stiff interface, (4) gradient of the linear VS profile, and (5) changes in Poisson’s 
ratio for all profiles (assumed constant with depth). The cases studies are summarized in Figure 
3.21b through Figure 3.21e. 
3.5.2 Forward Modeling Procedures 
For each profile considered, forward modeling computations were performed to simulate both a 
traditional SASW data collection approach, where near-field effects are largely avoided, and an 
alternative approach using a single receiver spacing, where the near-field is included in the data 
analysis. For the traditional SASW approach, receiver spacings of 2m, 4m, 8m, and 16m were 
used in the simulations with a near-field criterion limiting usable data to wavelengths between 
1/3 and 2 times the receiver spacing. The wavelength range interpreted for each of the 
traditional SASW receiver spacings are summarized in Table 3.1Error! Reference source not 
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found.. The alternative approach used a single receiver pair with a spacing of 4m and calculated 
the dispersion curve for the same total span of wavelengths (1/3m to 32m) as was interpreted 
with five receiver pairs using the traditional approach. 
 
Figure 3.21 Base case profiles and variations selected for sensitivity study 
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For each wavelength range, both the 2D and 3D dispersion curves were computed by 
forward modeling in WinSASW. This procedure was repeated for each profile variation shown in 
Figure 3.21. Default values for Poisson’s ratio, mass density and damping were  0.25,  1.8 kg/m3, 
and 0.02%, respectively, for all profiles. All profile values were held constant except for the 
parameter being studied. The dispersion curve for each profile variation was computed 
separately and the dispersion curves for each set were plotted together in Matlab. Dispersion 
curves were plotted both as phase velocity versus frequency and percent difference in phase 
velocity (from the base case) versus frequency. Results of the sensitivity study described in this 
section are presented in Section 4.2. 
Table 3.1 Summary of receiver spacings and wavelength ranges for forward modeling sensitivity study 
 SASW Spacing* Wavelength Range (m) 
Traditional SASW 2m Spacing 
 
2/3 to 4 
Traditional SASW 4m Spacing 
 
4/3 to 8 
Traditional SASW 8m Spacing 
 
8/3 to 16 
Traditional SASW 16m Spacing 
 
16/3 to 32 
Alternative Approach with a Single 4m Spacing 
 
1/3 to 32 
*As noted in Section 3.2.1, the 2D solution, being a far-field model, does not require knowledge of receiver locations  
3.6 Surface Wave Analyses with Simulated Data 
In the second stage of this study, simulated surface wave measurements were used to assess 
the influence of data collection, data processing, and inversion analysis procedures on the 
quality of the results (i.e. the ability to recover the original profile. The objective of this portion 
of the study was to determine if current surface wave measurement procedures could be made 
more efficient and effective. In addition, this portion of the study examined if other profile 
parameters (specifically Poisson’s ratio) could be inferred by using alternative methods of 
collection, processing, and analysis of the data.  
  
4m 4m 
2m 2m 
4m 4m 
8m 8m 
16m 16m 
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3.6.1 Simulation of Ground Motions 
Simulated ground motions from a vertical disk load at the surface of an assumed soil profile 
were generated using the program FitSASW, developed at the University of Texas. FitSASW uses 
the 3D forward model solution (described in Section 3.2.2) and therefore includes all surface 
wave and body wave modes in both the near- and far-field. FitSASW requires the input of a 
known soil profile (specifically layer thickness, shear wave velocity, Poisson’s ratio, mass density, 
and damping) and receiver locations relative to the source. FitSASW computes the ground 
motion in both the time and frequency domains, corresponding to a given profile at specified 
receiver locations relative to the source. The transfer function (i.e. wrapped phase plot) 
between any receiver pair can be output from FitSASW. The transfer functions output from 
FitSASW were used as the simulated experimental data for analysis in WinSASW. 
To avoid the complexities associated with higher modes (which typically occur with 
strong impedance contrasts and “stiff-over-soft” layering conditions), this study was limited to 
only uniform and normally dispersive profiles (i.e. increasing shear wave velocity with depth). 
Four profiles with different VS gradients were used in this portion of the study (Figure 3.22 and 
Table 3.2). These profiles were the same as the “A”, “B”, “C”, and “D” profiles used by Li (2011) 
in his study of near-field effects (the “E” profile of Li (2011) was omitted from this study, as 
FitSASW encountered a numerical anomaly when generating simulated data for the longest 
receiver spacing). Default values for Poisson’s ratio, mass density and damping in the simulated 
data were 0.30, 1.8 kg/m3 and 2%, respectively, on all profiles. The only exception was a 
“saturated” version of profile B, which had a Poisson’s ratio value of 0.45, but the same values 
of mass density and damping as the other profiles. The values of mass density and damping 
were held constant while assumed values of Poisson’s ratio varied from 0.15 to 0.45. 
Simulated data were generated with six SASW receiver spacings (Table 3.3 and Figure 
3.23) and a single multi-channel array (Figure 3.24). Using the FitSASW program described 
above, “experimental” SASW data were simulated for receiver spacings of 2m, 4m, 8m, 16m, 
32m, and 64m, with a maximum wavelength of 64m. Multi-channel data were simulated in 
FitSASW using an array of 30 receivers, spaced at 1m center-to-center, and a source-to-first-
receiver distance of 10m. Li (2011) used the same multi-channel array setup in his study on 
near-field effects – using his notation, this array would be designated 10SR1RR-30. The same 
procedures and array setups were used to generate simulated data for all profiles shown in 
Figure 3.22. 
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Figure 3.22 Shear wave velocity (VS) profiles used as “simulated” data for inversion analyses. Adapted from Li (2011) 
Table 3.2 Profile information for "simulated" data used in inversion analyses. Adapted from Li (2011) 
 Profile A          Profile B  Profile C Profile D 
 “Uniform” “Power Function” “Linear” “Steep Power Function” 
Depth (m) VS (m/s)  VS (m/s) VS (m/s) VS (m/s) 
0 – 5  200 200 200 382 
5 – 15  200 283 300 532 
15 – 25 200 336 400 632 
25 – 35  200 372 500 699 
 
 
Figure 3.23 Visual representation of the SASW receiver spacings used to generate simulated data 
Table 3.3 Summary of SASW receiver spacings used for simulated data collection 
    Included in composite disp. curve? 
Spacing Name S-R1(m) R1-R2 (m) Max. Freq. Range (Hz) 360° 180° 90° 45° 
2m 2 2 18 to 540 Y Y Y Y 
4m 4 4 9 to 260 Y Y Y Y 
8m 8 8 6 to 130 Y Y Y Y 
16m 16 16 3 to 66 Y Y Y N 
32m 32 32 2 to 36 Y Y N N 
64m 64 64 1 to 21 Y N N N 
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Figure 3.24 Visual representation of the multi-channel array used to generate simulated data 
3.6.2 Experimental Dispersion Curve Calculations 
Data from simulated SASW measurements (generated in FitSASW) were processed in WinSASW 
to produce a composite experimental dispersion curve by the methods described Section 3.3.1. 
The simulated data were first imported into WinSASW as transfer functions (i.e. wrapped phase 
plots) and masking was applied to each wrapped phase plot, according to four different filtering 
criteria. The filtering criteria used in this study are referred to by extent to which the low 
frequency range of the wrapped phase plot is “masked out” (see Figure 2.8d) to avoid near-field 
effects: 360°, 180°, 90°, and 45°. As the extent of masking decreases (i.e. smaller numbers), the 
influence of near-field effects increases. Masking out the first 360° of the wrapped phase plot 
(i.e. requiring that the first receiver is a distance of at least one wavelength from the source) 
corresponds to the filtering criterion recommended by Gucunski and Woods (1992), and the 
180° case (i.e. requiring that the first receiver is a distance of at least one-half of a wavelength 
from the source) corresponds to that recommended by Hiltunen and Woods (1990) – both of 
which are commonly used in current practice. The 90° and 45° cases, although not derived from 
specific filtering criteria in the literature, were included to study the effect of including more 
near-field in the dispersion curve. Using the same experimental dataset (collected as shown in 
Figure 3.23), a separate composite dispersion curve was produced for each filtering criterion 
applied. In all cases, the maximum wavelength was limited to 64m. As shown in Figure 3.25 and 
the right side of Table 3.3, the benefit of using a less restrictive near-field criteria is that the 
same range in wavelength (up to 64m in this case) can be achieved with fewer receiver setups 
and much less space (e.g. 128 m for the 360° criterion versus only 16m for the 45° criterion). The 
same process was repeated with simulated SASW data for each profile shown in Figure 3.22. 
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 Simulated multi-channel data were processed according to the frequency-domain 
beamformer (FDBF) approach described in Section 3.4 and imported into WinSASW for 
dispersion processing. The FDBF approach yields a single experimental dispersion curve for each 
multi-channel array. Experimental dispersion curves generated in this way were imported 
directly into WinSASW (as segments of a composite dispersion curve). For this study, only one 
multi-channel array was modeled, yielding a single “composite” experimental dispersion curve. 
 
Figure 3.25 Examples of composite dispersion curves (for Case D) derived from four different filtering criteria 
The composite dispersion curve was then averaged according to the global averaging 
scheme described in Section 3.3.2 to produce an experimental dispersion curve that can be used 
for inversion analysis.  
3.6.3 Inversion Analysis 
In this study, several inversion analyses were performed using WinSASW as described in Section 
3.3.4. Three previously-described inversion methods (“2D Global”, “3D Global”, and “3D Array”) 
were used to invert data processed with the 360° and 180° filtering criteria. Data processed by 
the 90° and 45° filtering criteria were inverted using only the 3D array approach since the 2D 
approach is clearly not valid for these cases. The VS profile produced by the inversion analysis, 
with all other parameters being held constant, was compared with the “true” VS profile to assess 
the effectiveness of each approach. Similar analyses were also performed with multi-channel 
data: simulated multi-channel data were processed as described in the previous section and 
inverted by 2D global and 3D global analyses.  
Legend 
Red = 2m 
Green = 4m 
Blue = 8m 
Cyan = 16m 
Magenta = 32m 
Yellow = 64m 
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 The 2D global approach uses a 2D theoretical model, a modal plane Rayleigh wave 
solution (see Section 3.2.1), to fit a theoretical dispersion curve to an experimental dispersion 
curve produced by a global average. The 2D global model is, by far, the most-used inversion 
approach in current practice. In this study, the 2D global inversion implemented in WinSASW 
was used to invert simulated data processed by two SASW filtering criteria currently in common 
use (360° and 180°). This was done for all simulated profiles. The 2D global inversion was used 
to invert dispersion curves derived from multi-channel data. The FitSASW model used to 
simulate the experimental data for this study (and therefore all experimental dispersion curves) 
includes near-field contributions, but the 2D global inversion analysis does not. 
The 3D Global approach uses a 3D theoretical model (see Section 3.2.2), to fit a single 
theoretical dispersion curve to a single experimental dispersion curve produced by a global 
average. Like the2D global inversion, the 3D global inversion in WinSASW was used to invert 
data processed according to the 360° and 180° filtering criteria, for all simulated profiles in this 
study. Experimental dispersion curves processed from multi-channel data were also inverted by 
the 3D global method. 
The 3D Array approach uses a 3D theoretical model (see Section 3.2.2), to fit a family of 
theoretical dispersion curves to a family of experimental dispersion curves produced by an array 
average. For this study, the 3D Array inversion in WinSASW was used to invert data processed 
by all four filtering criteria (360°, 180°, 90°, and 45°), for all simulated profiles. At the present 
time, the 3D array approach cannot be used with multi-channel data. The 3D array approach is 
perhaps the least-used of the three inversion approaches, but it provides, perhaps, the best 
simulation of the SASW measurement itself.  
Results from these analyses with simulated data are presented in Sections 0 and 4.3.3. 
3.6.4 Poisson’s Ratio Study 
In the preliminary sensitivity study, the near-field was found to have the greatest sensitivity to 
changes Poisson’s ratio. If a forward model is sensitive to a parametric variation, then it stands 
to reason that the inversion analysis should also be sensitive to changes in the same parameter. 
If the inversion analysis is sensitive in this way, then it also stands to reason that this parameter 
could be inferred to some degree. Therefore, a second inversion study was performed with the 
simulated data to assess the extent to which Poisson’s ratio could be inferred. This second study 
expanded on the study described in Section 3.6.3, by performing inversion analyses with seven 
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different assumed values of Poisson’s ratio (ranging from 0.15 to 0.45) for the same 
combination of simulated profiles, filtering criteria, and inversion approaches used in the first 
study. In each case, one value of Poisson’s ratio corresponded to the known “true” value used to 
generate simulated data (usually ν=0.30), which was the same analysis performed in Section 
3.6.3. The other six values of Poisson’s ratio essentially corresponded to an incorrect estimation 
of the “true” Poisson’s ratio. Since this study used simulated data, both the assumed and the 
“true” values of Poisson’s ratio were constant with depth over the entire profile. It should be 
noted that in current surface wave practice (SASW and multi-channel) Poisson’s ratio is either 
assumed or known a priori. 
  
3.7 Surface Wave Analyses with Real Data 
The final stage of this study used real surface wave data collected at a site on the Mississippi 
Embayment near Mooring, TN to assess the influence of data collection, data processing, and 
inversion analysis procedures on the quality of the results. The objective of this final stage was 
to determine if the procedures used to process simulated data (Section 3.6) would produce 
similar results when applied to real data. The effect of Poisson’s ratio on surface wave analyses 
was also considered, with particular attention to saturated conditions. 
3.7.1 Data Collection Procedures 
3.7.1.1 Field Site Location and Geology 
Experimental SASW and multi-channel data previously collected by Li (2008) and Bailey (2008) 
were used in the analyses for this portion of the study. They recorded ground motions from 
both active and passive sources at eleven sites (Figure 3.26) in a geologic region known as the 
Mississippi Embayment.  The Mississippi Embayment “is a southwest plunging trough 
encompassing parts of Arkansas, Missouri, Kentucky, Tennessee and Mississippi in the Central 
United States” (Li 2008). The region is characterized by deep deposits of glacial soils underlain 
by Dolomitic bedrock, ranging in depth from 470m in New Madrid, Missouri to almost 1000m 
near Memphis, Tennessee. For this study, only the active-source data from “Site 1” were used. 
Located in Mooring, Tennessee, the site is also home to a seismic station (designated “MORT”) 
operated by the Center of Earthquake Research and Information (CERI) at the University of 
Memphis. An estimated lithology of the Site 1/MORT location is presented in Figure 3.28. Due to 
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the site’s proximity to the Mississippi River, it is known to have a shallow (i.e. within the top few 
meters) groundwater table. 
 
 
Figure 3.26 Site locations in the Mississippi Embayment  – only “Site 1” data was used in this study (Bailey 2008) 
 
 
Figure 3.27 Google maps image of Site 1 (MORT) – the black line is the array location (Bailey 2008) 
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Figure 3.28 Estimated Soil Lithography at Site 1 (Bailey 2008) 
3.7.1.2 Field Equipment  
Li (2008) and Bailey (2008) collected the experimental data at the MORT site in Spring of 2006 
using two different active sources, an array of high-sensitivity geophones, and a robust data 
acquisition system. To collect surface wave data in the high frequency range (i.e. short 
wavelength range), an instrumented sledgehammer (PCB Piezotronics Model 086D50) was used 
as an active source. Impact sources, like the sledgehammer, have the advantage of generating 
energy at several frequencies simultaneously, which can be resolved in the data processing 
stage by means of a Fourier transformation. The sledgehammer source is shown in Figure 3.29. 
To obtain low-frequency (i.e. long wavelength) data, a specialized mobile shaker – the 
“Liquidator” – was used as a source: it can operate at frequencies ranging from about 0.5Hz to 
80Hz. Sources of controlled vibration, like the Liquidator, have the advantage of generating one  
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Figure 3.29 An instrumented sledgehammer (PCB Piezotronics Model 086D50) was used to excite high-frequency 
energy (Bailey 2008) 
 
Figure 3.30 Low frequency mobile vibrator "Liquidator” developed under the NSF-funded Network for Earthquake 
Engineering Simulation (NEES) Program (Bailey 2008) 
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frequency at a time, which allows for data collection in the frequency range. The Liquidator was 
developed through the Network for Earthquake Engineering Simulation (NEES) program funded 
by the National Science Foundation (NSF), and is operated by the University of Texas at Austin. 
Complete technical details on the Liquidator can be found in Stokoe et al. (2006). 
 All geophones used in to collect experimental surface wave data at the MORT site were 
Mark Products L-4 geophones manufactured by Sercel Incorporated which have a natural 
frequency of 1.0Hz, a nominal sensitivity of 2.77 Volts/cm/sec, and a coil resistance of 5500 
Ohms. Bailey (2008) observes that these geophones have a flat response between 2Hz and 
100Hz. He also notes that geophones used at the MORT site were first calibrated in the lab at 
the University of Texas at Austin. Also, geophone pairs closely matched in phase were selected 
for use in measurements at the lowest frequencies. Geophone locations were established 
exactly using a Nikon model NPL-821 total station and each geophone was buried to a depth of 
about 15cm by hand (Li 2008). Field installation of a geophone is shown in Figure 3.31. 
 The data acquisition system used to record the geophone outputs during surface wave 
testing included a digital signal analyzer and a laptop. The signal analyzer “consists of a VXI CT 
100C main frame with four 16-channel cards with maximum sampling rate of 50 ksamples/sec, 
and one 8-channel card with a sampling rate of up to 100 ksamples/sec” (Li 2008). A Panasonic 
notebook (Toughbook) computer (Model: CF- 29CTPGZKM) was used to control the signal 
analyzer and record the data. Geophone data is recorded as time-series change in voltage 
amplitude. 
 
Figure 3.31 Mark Products L-4 High-sensitivity 1Hz Geophone (Li 2008) 
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Figure 3.32 Field data acquisition setup, including a VXI digital signal analyzer and a laptop computer (Li 2008) 
3.7.1.3 Receiver Arrays 
Experimental data collection at the MORT site included seven SASW receiver spacings and two 
different multi-channel arrays. The SASW data were collected with the arrangement shown in 
Table 3.4 and Figure 3.33. Unlike the simulated data, many of the SASW spacings had slightly 
different source-to-first-receiver (S-R1) and receiver-to-receiver (R1-R2) distances. Multi-
channel data were collected using two arrays of 14 receivers each: (1) a “short” array with a 
receiver spacing of 10m and a source-to-first-receiver distance of 50m, and (2) a “long” array 
with a receiver spacing 20m and a source-to-first-receiver distance of 220m. Using the 
nomenclature of Li (2011), the short array would be designated 50SR10RR-14, while the long 
array would be 220SR20RR-14. The arrays used to collect multi-channel data at the MORT site 
are tabulated in Table 3.5 and demonstrated visually in Figure 3.34. 
Table 3.4 Summary of SASW receiver spacings used for data collection at Site 1 (MORT)  
Spacing Name Active Source S-R1(m) R1-R2 (m) Freq. Range (Hz) Number of Freq. 
4m Hammer 4 4 6 to 150 Single Impact 
10m Hammer 10 10 4 to 50 Single Impact 
20m Vibrator 40 20 4 to 20 100 
40m Vibrator 60 40 2 to 15 100 
80m Vibrator 100 80 1 to 10 100 
160m Vibrator 180 160 0.7 to 5 100 
300m Vibrator 340 300 0.7 to 3 80 
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Figure 3.33 Visual representation of the SASW receiver spacings used to collect data at Site 1 (MORT) 
Table 3.5 Summary of multi-channel arrays used for data collection at Site 1 (MORT)  
Array 
Type 
Active 
Source 
Num. of 
Receivers  
S-R1(m) R1-R2 
(m) 
Array 
Length (m) 
Freq. Range 
(Hz) 
Number of 
Freq. 
Short Vibrator 14 50 10 130 
2 to 50 200 
0.7 to 5 40 
Long Vibrator 14 220 20 260 
2 to 50 200 
0.7 to 5 40 
 
Figure 3.34 Visual representation of the multi-channel arrays used to collect data at Site 1 (MORT) 
3.7.2 Experimental Dispersion Curve Calculations 
The data processing stage for this study was essentially identical to the data processing 
performed for the simulated data study, as described in Section 3.6.2. For this study, SASW 
transfer functions computed from real experimental data were imported into WinSASW and 
masked out according to the data collection criteria used in the previous study. For this study, 
however, only the following data collection criteria were applied:  360°, 180°, and 90°. The 45° 
case was omitted due to poor signal quality at very low frequencies in the real data, an 
occurrence not evident in the simulated data. As previously noted, the angles refer to the extent 
to which the low frequency range of the wrapped phase plot is masked out (see Figure 2.8d) to 
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avoid near-field effects. These data were used to compute a composite experimental dispersion 
curve which was then averaged, by both global and array techniques, to obtain an experimental 
dispersion curve that can be used in an inversion analysis. For this study, multi-channel data 
were processed by the same techniques used in the simulated data study; dispersion curves 
generated by the FDBF technique were imported into WinSASW as segments of a composite 
dispersion curve and averaged by the global approach.  
3.7.3 Inversion Analysis 
The inversion analysis stage of this study used essentially the same approach as that of the 
simulated data study (Section 3.6.3), but with data from one unknown real profile instead of 
four “perfectly known” simulated profiles. As is usually the case with real surface wave testing 
the “true” profile was not known a priori. This precluded any comparisons of inverted values 
with “true” values (e.g. the comparison of true and inverted VS profiles – a hallmark of the 
simulated data study), but still allowed for comparisons between different methods. This study 
also incorporated the approach to studying Poisson’s ratio outlined in Section 3.6.4. However, 
due to the large spacings, high phase velocities, and the complexity inherent in real data, each 
inversion analysis had a high computation time demand. Therefore, only four values of Poisson’s 
ratio were considered (0.20, 0.30, 0.40, 0.45), plus a “saturated” case, where the P-wave 
velocity was set to 1600 m/s for most of the profile. The top 4m of the “saturated” profile was 
set to a Poisson’s ratio value of 0.25 to simulate an unsaturated zone above the shallow water 
table and maintain numerical stability.  
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4  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION – SIMULATION STUDIES 
4.1 Introduction 
The results of two simulation-based studies described in the previous chapter (see Sections 3.5 
and 3.6) are presented and discussed in Chapter 4. The two studies included: (1) a preliminary 
sensitivity study and (2) surface wave analyses with simulated data. Preliminary sensitivity study 
results concerning the sensitivity of the near-field portion of the dispersion curve to changes in 
various profile conditions are presented and discussed in Section 4.2. Results of complete 
surface wave analyses using simulated experimental data are presented and discussed in 
Section 4.3.  
4.2 Preliminary Sensitivity Study  
The results of a preliminary sensitivity study of near-field effects are presented and discussed in 
this section. The purpose of this portion of the study was to determine the sensitivity of the 
near-field portion of the dispersion curve to changes in several profile conditions, including: 
variations in the shear wave velocity (VS) profile and changes in Poisson’s ratio. For the inversion 
procedure to be effective, changes in the parameter of interest must produce meaningful 
change in the dispersion curve. Current analysis only considers the far-field portion of the 
dispersion curve. It was hypothesized that changes in some profile parameters may produce a 
greater change in the near-field portion of the dispersion curve than the far-field portion, 
allowing these parameters to be evaluated in the dispersion analysis. Additionally, data 
collection procedures that use more of the near-field require shorter arrays and smaller sources, 
resulting in more efficient data collection. This study included 350 forward modeling simulations 
and was performed using the methods described in Section 3.5, considering the baseline profiles 
and variations previously shown in Figure 3.21. The effect of these changes on the near-field 
portion of the dispersion curve was assessed by comparing results of three different modeling 
approaches: (1) the “idealized” far-field case, (2) the “traditional SASW” case, and (3) the 
“alternative SASW” case including near-field data. These three approaches are briefly described 
in Section 4.2.1. Results of these approaches were compared over the same range of 
wavelengths for five different profile variations, including: (1) changes in the halfspace VS and 
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(2) changes in halfspace depth for the case of a single layer over a halfspace (i.e. a simple “soft-
over-stiff” profile), as well as (3) changes in the VS gradient at a layer transition, (4) changes in 
the VS gradient of the entire profile, and (5) changes in Poisson’s ratio value (of the entire 
profile) for several profile conditions. While six different wavelength ranges were considered for 
this study (see Table 3.1) only the longest wavelengths are of primary interest. Therefore, only 
the results for the wavelength range of 5.33m to 32m (i.e. receiver spacing = 16m), are shown in 
this section. Complete sensitivity study results for all wavelength ranges can be found in the 
Appendix of this thesis.  
4.2.1 Near-field Sensitivity Study Results 
All of the sensitivity study results are presented in the same format, from Figure 4.1 to Figure 
4.21. Three figures are presented for each of the four VS profile variations, while the Poisson’s 
ratio results have three figures for each of the three baseline profiles studied. The first figure in 
each section shows the simulation results for the “idealized” case where only planar Rayleigh 
waves are propagating (i.e. 2D solution). The second figure in each section presents the 
simulation results for the “Traditional SASW” case where the complete wavefield is simulated 
(i.e.3D solution), but multiple receiver spacings (i.e. 2m, 4m, 8m, 16m) and typical SASW near-
field filtering criteria were used to cover the desired wavelength range while minimizing the 
near-field contribution. The third figure in each section shows the simulation results for the 
“Alternative SASW” approach where the complete wavefield is simulated (i.e. 3D solution), but 
data are collected in the near-field using a single receiver spacing. Only results from the longest 
spacing are presented for comparison (results from other spacings can be found in the 
appendix). 
On each figure, part (a) shows the profile variations considered, (b) shows the simulated 
dispersion curves and (c) shows the sensitivity of the dispersion curve (percent difference in 
phase velocity from the baseline) to changes in profile parameters. On all figures, (b) and (c) are 
plotted versus frequency instead of wavelength, as WinSASW computes different wavelengths 
for the 2D and 3D models. The near-field has the most influence on the dispersion curve at low 
frequencies (i.e. long wavelengths). 
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4.2.1.1 Halfspace Velocity 
Representative sensitivity study results for variations in halfspace (i.e. “Layer 2”) velocity are 
presented in Figure 4.1, Figure 4.2, and Figure 4.3. This case was selected for the sensitivity 
study as a representative example of a two-layer system, where the goal of the surface wave 
measurement is to determine the shear wave velocity (VS) of both the upper and lower (i.e. 
halfspace) layers. Real in-situ conditions are often approximated by systems of one or more 
horizontal layers over a halfspace. Dispersion curves derived from surface wave measurements 
of a layered system must show sensitivity to the VS of all layers (particularly the halfspace) for an 
inversion analysis to be successful.   
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1 Sensitivity study results derived from the 2D Plane wave solution for a simple “soft-over-stiff” profile with a 
variable lower layer VS 
(a) 
 
 
 
(b)                                                                  (c)               
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Figure 4.2 Sensitivity study results derived from the 3D solution with a traditional SASW arrangement with a 16m 
receiver spacing for a simple “soft-over-stiff” profile with a variable lower layer VS 
 
 
 
Figure 4.3 Sensitivity study results derived from the 3D solution with an alternative approach using a stationary 4m 
receiver spacing for a simple “soft-over-stiff” profile with a variable lower layer VS 
16m 16m 
  4m   4m 
(a) 
 
 
 
(b)                                                                  (c)               
 
 
 
  
(a) 
 
 
 
(b)                                                                  (c)               
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4.2.1.2 VS Profile Gradient 
Sensitivity study results for variations in the VS profile gradient are presented in Figure 4.4, 
Figure 4.5, and Figure 4.6. Gradient values are presented in terms of linear slope (e.g. “10H:1V” 
means that the VS profile increases by 10m/s for every 1m of depth). This case was selected to 
assess the sensitivity of the dispersion curve to changes in the gradient of the VS profile. 
Inversion analysis requires that the dispersion curve must be sensitive to the profile gradient. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.4 Sensitivity study results derived from the 2D Plane wave solution for a variable VS profile transition gradient 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) 
 
 
 
(b)                                                                  (c)               
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Figure 4.5 Sensitivity study results derived from the 3D solution with a traditional SASW arrangement with a 16m 
receiver spacing for a variable VS profile transition gradient 
 
 
 
Figure 4.6 Sensitivity study results derived from the 3D solution with an alternative approach using a stationary 4m 
receiver spacing for a variable VS profile transition gradient 
  
16m 16m 
  4m   4m 
(a) 
 
 
 
(b)                                                                  (c)               
 
 
 
  
(a) 
 
 
 
(b)                                                                  (c)               
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4.2.1.3 Halfspace Depth 
Sensitivity study results for variations in the depth of the halfspace (i.e. “Layer 2”) are presented 
in Figure 4.7, Figure 4.8, and Figure 4.9. Having assessed the sensitivity of the dispersion curve 
to “macro-scale” changes in the VS profile, the next two phases of the study considered the 
effect of changes in VS at the layer/halfspace interface. In some cases, the layer velocities may 
be relatively well constrained but the thickness may be of particular interest (e.g. assessing the 
thickness of pavement layers). The sensitivity of the dispersion curves to changes in the 
halfspace depth was studied by varying the depth of the half-space by ±10% to ±20%.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.7 Sensitivity study results derived from the 2D Plane wave solution for a simple “soft-over-stiff” profile with a 
variable lower layer depth 
 
(a) 
 
 
 
(b)                                                                  (c)               
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Figure 4.8 Sensitivity study results derived from the 3D solution with a traditional SASW arrangement with a 16m 
receiver spacing for a simple “soft-over-stiff” profile with a variable lower layer depth 
 
 
 
Figure 4.9 Sensitivity study results derived from the 3D solution with an alternative approach using a stationary 4m 
receiver spacing for a simple “soft-over-stiff” profile with a variable lower layer depth 
  
16m 16m 
  4m   4m 
(a) 
 
 
 
(b)                                                                 (c)               
 
 
 
  
(a) 
 
 
 
(b)                                                                 (c)               
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4.2.1.4 Layer Transition Gradient 
The transition between two layers is often of great interest in geotechnical engineering. For 
example, in earthquake engineering, site response amplification can be quite different for the 
case of an abrupt transition (with a large impedance contrast) versus a gradual transition. 
Sensitivity study results for variations in the transition gradient between the upper layer and the 
halfspace are presented in Figure 4.10, Figure 4.11, and Figure 4.12. The transition gradient at 
the layer/halfspace interface was studied with the change varying from instantaneous to varying 
linearly over a range of thicknesses (as shown below).  
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.10 Sensitivity study results derived from the 2D Plane wave solution for a simple “soft-over-stiff” profile with 
a variable layer transition gradient 
(a) 
 
 
 
(b)                                                                  (c)               
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Figure 4.11 Sensitivity study results derived from the 3D solution with a traditional SASW arrangement with a 16m 
receiver spacing for a simple “soft-over-stiff” profile with a variable layer transition gradient 
 
 
Figure 4.12 Sensitivity study results derived from the 3D solution with an alternative approach using a stationary 4m 
receiver spacing for a simple “soft-over-stiff” profile with a variable layer transition gradient 
16m 16m 
  4m   4m 
(a) 
 
 
 
(b)                                                                  (c)               
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(b)                                                                  (c)               
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4.2.1.5 Poisson’s Ratio (ν) 
Having assessed the sensitivity of the dispersion curve to changes in the VS profile, this final 
stage of the sensitivity study considered the effect of changes in Poisson’s ratio on the near-field 
portion of the dispersion curve.  Poisson’s ratio is an important parameter in geotechnical 
engineering because, (1) it indicates saturation conditions (fully saturated soft soil will have a 
Poisson’s ration near 0.5), and (2) incorrect values can have an impact on the reliability of 
analyses performed due to the large possible range of values (0.15 to 0.499). It should be 
reiterated at this point that current procedures used in surface wave analysis recognize that it is 
not possible to infer Poisson’s ratio from surface wave measurements alone, so it must be either 
known a priori or, more commonly, assumed. The focus of this study was to examine if this 
holds true when the near-field is included in the analysis. A range of Poisson’s ratio values was 
selected (0.25, 0.33, 0.40, 0.45, and 0.49) to represent a range of soil types and site conditions. 
The results for a Poisson’s ratio of 0.49 were found to be numerically unstable and were omitted 
from the figures in this section. Sensitivity study results for variations in the value of Poisson’s 
ratio for the entire profile are presented for the uniform baseline profile in Figure 4.13, Figure 
4.14, and Figure 4.15.  Results for the simple “soft-over-stiff” baseline profile are shown in 
Figure 4.16, Figure 4.17, and Figure 4.18, while the results for the linear baseline profile are 
presented in Figure 4.19, Figure 4.20, and Figure 4.21.  
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Figure 4.13 Sensitivity study results derived from the 2D Plane wave solution for a uniform VS profile with a variable 
Poisson’s ratio 
 
 
Figure 4.14 Sensitivity study results derived from the 3D solution with a traditional SASW arrangement with a 16m 
receiver spacing for a uniform profile with a variable value of Poisson’s ratio 
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Figure 4.15 Sensitivity study results derived from the 3D solution with an alternative approach using a stationary 4m 
receiver spacing for a uniform profile with a variable value of Poisson’s ratio 
 
 
 
Figure 4.16 Sensitivity study results derived from the 2D Plane wave solution for a simple “soft-over-stiff” profile with 
a variable value of Poisson’s ratio 
  4m   4m 
(a) 
 
 
 
(b)                                                                  (c)               
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(a) 
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Figure 4.17 Sensitivity study results derived from the 3D solution with a traditional SASW arrangement with a 16m 
receiver spacing for a simple “soft-over-stiff” profile with a variable value of Poisson’s ratio 
 
 
 
Figure 4.18 Sensitivity study results derived from the 3D solution with an alternative approach using a stationary 4m 
receiver spacing for a simple “soft-over-stiff” profile with a variable value of Poisson’s ratio 
16m 16m 
  4m   4m 
(a) 
 
 
 
(b)                                                                  (c)               
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Figure 4.19 Sensitivity study results derived from the 2D Plane wave solution for a linear profile with a variable value 
of Poisson’s ratio 
 
 
  
Figure 4.20 Sensitivity study results derived from the 3D solution with a traditional SASW arrangement with a 16m 
receiver spacing for a linear profile with a variable value of Poisson’s ratio 
16m 16m 
(a) 
 
 
 
(b)                                                                  (c)               
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Figure 4.21 Sensitivity study results derived from the 3D solution with an alternative approach using a stationary 4m 
receiver spacing for a linear profile with a variable value of Poisson’s ratio 
4.2.2 Discussion of Near-field Sensitivity Study  
The sensitivity study results presented in the Section 0 demonstrate the effect of profile 
variations on the near-field portion of the dispersion curve. The goal of this study was to 
determine the sensitivity of the near-field region of the dispersion curve to changes in profile 
parameters. To this end, three different types of parametric variations were considered: (1) 
changes in the shear wave velocity (VS) profile, (2) changes in the VS transition between layers in 
the profile, and (3) changes in the value of Poisson’s ratio for the entire profile. Three different 
approaches were used to model dispersion curves for each set of parametric variations: (1) the 
“Idealized” pure Rayleigh wave simulates a 2D far-field plane wave, (2) the “Traditional SASW” 
approach common in current practice, which limits near-field effects through masking and 
receiver locations, and (3) the “Alternative SASW” approach examined in this thesis, using a 
single short array with extensive inclusion of near-field effects. The practical implications of the 
alternative SASW approach are illustrated in Figure 4.22, where one receiver spacing is used to 
collect data that requires four receiver spacings with the traditional SASW approach. 
  4m   4m 
(a) 
 
 
 
(b)                                                                  (c)               
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Figure 4.22 Visual comparison of data collection arrays for the “Traditional SASW” and “Alternative SASW” 
approaches over the same range of wavelengths  
The results from studies involving changes in VS profiles are presented above in Sections 
4.2.1.1 and 4.2.1.2. The results from the halfspace study (Section 4.2.1.1) indicate that, as 
expected, the 2D Rayleigh wave is very sensitive to changes in the shear wave velocity of the 
lowest layer (Figure 4.1). For example, a 20% change in the shear wave velocity of the halfspace 
resulted in a change of nearly 15% in the dispersion curve at the lowest frequency (longest 
wavelengths). Also, as expected, the traditional SASW approach (which is designed to minimize 
near-field effects) yielded very similar results to the idealized case. Although the dispersion 
curves were only slightly different from those of the idealized case, the results suggested that 
the traditional SASW approach is not completely effective in eliminating near-field effects. The 
results from the alternative approach are quite different in some respects. In comparing the 
actual dispersion curves (Figure 4.3b) using this approach to those obtained using the idealized 
(Figure 4.1b) and traditional SASW approach (Figure 4.2b), it can be observed that the phase 
velocities measured at long wavelengths are still much lower. However, change in phase velocity 
(as compared to the base condition) is still rather large. In this case, a 20% change in shear wave 
velocity of the half-space causes a 10% change in phase velocity. Similar trends are evident for 
the case of the VS profile gradient presented in Section 4.2.1.2. In this case, the alternative 
approach shows much lower velocity values in the dispersion curve at long wavelengths 
(compare Figure 4.6b to Figure 4.4b and Figure 4.5b), but only slightly lower sensitivity to 
changes in VS (compare Figure 4.6c to Figure 4.4c and Figure 4.5c). These results suggest that 
although the alternative single-setup approach produces dispersion curves that are inconsistent 
with the true Rayleigh wave dispersion curves, they are still sensitive to changes in the VS 
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profile, suggesting that this single setup may be just as effective as the multiple setups for 
inferring VS profile conditions. 
 The results from studies involving changes in VS transitions are presented above in 
Sections 4.2.1.3 and 4.2.1.4. As in the previous cases, the idealized and traditional approaches 
showed similar results (compare Figure 4.7 to Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.10 to Figure 4.11). The 
alternative approach again produced dispersion curves with much lower phase velocity values 
(Figure 4.9b and Figure 4.12b), but sensitivity plots (Figure 4.9c and Figure 4.12c) that showed 
comparable values to those obtained with the idealized and traditional approaches. In addition, 
the alternative approach showed sensitivity at low frequencies (Figure 4.9c and Figure 4.12c) 
that was not evident at the same frequencies in the idealized or traditional cases. This suggests 
that the near-field does have a different (and enhanced) sensitivity to changes in interface 
characteristics (especially in the gradient between layers) and, thus, could be a better approach 
to collecting and analyzing the data. However, the changes in all cases are very small (3 to 5% 
changes in phase velocity) and are likely too small to produce meaningful differences in practice. 
The results from the final study involving changes in Poisson’s ratio are presented in 
Section 4.2.1.5. From the results of final phase of the sensitivity study, it is evident that the 
dispersion curve has a distinct and strong sensitivity to changes in the value of Poisson’s ratio 
when near-field effects are included in the analysis. The same study was repeated for each of 
the baseline profiles: results for the uniform, “soft-over-stiff”, and linear profiles all 
demonstrated a similar sensitivity. For the idealized case, variations in Poisson’s ratio seem to 
only cause small shifts in the phase velocity (i.e. a “vertical translation”) of the dispersion curve 
at all frequencies (Figure 4.13, Figure 4.16, and Figure 4.19). Practically, this means that the 
quality of the theoretical fit to the experimental curve is not sensitive to an incorrect value of 
Poisson’s ratio (i.e. a similar quality of fit can be achieved with the wrong value of Poisson’s ratio 
and the wrong VS profile). This is consistent with current surface wave practice, which requires 
assumed or known values of Poisson’s ratio. However, results for both the traditional SASW and 
alternative SASW approaches show not only the “vertical translation” effect, but also significant 
changes in the shape of the dispersion curve itself, depending on the value of Poisson’s ratio 
(Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15; Figure 4.17and Figure 4.18; Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.21). Poisson’s 
ratio values closer to 0.50 have the most profound effect, producing a maximum phase velocity 
difference in excess of 15 to 20% and large undulations in the dispersion curve. This result is 
consistent with the figures  presented by Mera (1995) and Chen et al. (2004), as shown in Figure 
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2.18 and Figure 2.19. The Poisson’s ratio effect was most pronounced for the alternative SASW 
setup, where more near-field data was collected. 
 Two key findings were developed from this preliminary sensitivity study. First, the 
“Alternative SASW” approach, with a single short receiver spacing, was found to have similar 
sensitivity to changes in profile properties as those from the “Idealized” and “Traditional SASW” 
approaches. This suggests that the SASW approach to data collection and analysis could be 
implemented more efficiently without compromising quality. Second, the near-field region of 
the dispersion curve (i.e. low frequencies/long wavelengths) was more sensitive to some profile 
changes than the “Idealized” and “Traditional SASW” approaches. Most interestingly, the near-
field portion of the dispersion curve was particularly sensitive (in terms of both velocity values 
and dispersion curve shape) to changes in Poisson’s ratio for all VS profiles considered. This 
suggests that the value of Poisson’s ratio, which is currently assumed for most analyses, could 
be inferred by inversion analysis. These two issues were investigated further by analyzing 
simulated surface wave data obtained from different profile conditions, as reported below. 
4.3 Results from Analysis of Simulated Surface Wave Data 
The central hypothesis of this research is that the efficiency and effectiveness of surface wave 
methods can be improved by including more near-field data in the data collection and analysis. 
To investigate this hypothesis, three different studies were performed using simulated surface 
wave data for five assumed profile conditions, as described in Section 3.6.1. The first study 
(Section 0) considered the influence of the near-field on “profile recovery” for SASW, where an 
inversion analysis was performed on data generated from a known (i.e. “true”) profile to assess 
the feasibility of correctly identifying (i.e. recovering) the “true” profile when near-field effects 
are present. The second study (Section 4.3.3) considered the effect of Poisson’s ratio on SASW 
analyses, with particular attention to the possibility of inferring the “true” value of Poisson’s 
ratio by inversion analysis. The third study (Section 4.3.5), although somewhat limited in scope, 
considered both “profile recovery” and Poisson’s ratio effects for current approaches to multi-
channel surface wave measurements. These studies were performed using the methods 
described in Section 3.6 (multi-channel data were processed as described in Section 3.4). A total 
of 280 SASW analyses and 28 multi-channel analyses were completed for this study. 
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4.3.1 Results of Profile Recovery Study with Simulated SASW Data 
This section presents results of the “profile recovery” study, which was performed to address 
the question of whether surface wave measurements could be performed more efficiently. The 
results of the preliminary study suggested the possibility of using much shorter arrays with more 
near-field data (and hence smaller sources). In this study, four different approaches to collecting 
and processing surface wave data were used to generate experimental dispersion curves having 
a maximum wavelength of 64m. These approaches are summarized in Table 3.3 and Figure 3.23. 
Near-field “filtering” criteria of 360°, 180°, 90° and 45° were applied to the data. The 360° 
criterion represents a very conservative approach to limiting near-field surface wave data and 
requires a maximum array length (source to far receiver) of 128 m to generate a dispersion 
curve to a wavelength of 64m. The 180° criterion represents the “traditional” SASW approach to 
limiting surface wave data and requires a maximum array length (source to far receiver) of 64m 
to generate a dispersion curve to a wavelength of 64m. The 90° criteria is one alternative 
approach investigated in this study and requires a maximum array length (source to far receiver) 
of 32 m to generate a dispersion curve to a wavelength of 64m. The 45° criteria is the other 
alternative approach investigated in this thesis and requires a maximum array length (source to 
far receiver) of only 16m to generate a dispersion curve to a wavelength of 64 m. Inversion 
analysis performed on the experimental dispersion curves obtained with the different filtering 
criteria, using three different theoretical models as described in Section 3.6.3, including the 2D 
(with no near-field), 3D global (with limited near-field), and 3D Array inversion approaches. The 
central question is whether reliable results can be obtained with more efficient data collection 
methods (e.g. 90° and 45°).  
Results for this study are presented in two ways. First, a VS profile plot grid is presented, 
comparing the inverted and “true” profiles for each of the different filtering criteria and 
theoretical models used in the analysis. Each grid is associated with one of the five profiles used 
to simulate the experimental data, while the rows correspond to inversion approaches and the 
columns correspond to filtering criteria. The dispersion curves obtained using the 90° and 45° 
criteria were not inverted by the 2D and 3D global models, since it is apparent that the far-field 
models and near-field data collection are incompatible. Second, plots of percent error between 
the inverted and true profile for each layer in the profile are presented. Plots of percent error in 
profile recovery are presented based on the numbering scheme described in Table 4.1, for each 
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combination of inversion approach and filtering criterion. The results of this study are discussed 
in Section 4.3.4. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.23 Visual representation of the receiver arrays used to measure a maximum wavelength of 64m (blue line) 
with each of the four filtering criteria. 
 
 
 
Table 4.1 Summary of Inversion Approach/Filtering Criterion Combinations for the first inversion study 
Designation 
Filtering Criterion 
360° 180° 90° 45° 
In
ve
rs
io
n
 
A
p
p
ro
ac
h
 2D (1) (2) N/A N/A 
3D Global (3) (4) N/A N/A 
3D Array (5) (6) (7) (8) 
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4.3.1.1 Case A – Uniform VS Profile (ν = 0.30) 
Inversion sensitivity results for the case of a uniform VS profile (Case A) are shown in Figure 4.24. 
The Case A profile was used to generate simulated data in FitSASW, which were processed 
according to the four filtering criteria indicated (360°, 180°, 90°, and 45°) and inverted by three 
approaches (2D Global, 3D Global, and 3D Array). VS profiles derived from inversion analysis are 
shown with a solid line, while the “true” Case A profile is shown with a dashed line. Only the 
value of VS in each layer was inverted in this study – the profile layering and all other 
parameters, including Poisson’s ratio, were held constant. 
 
 
Figure 4.24 Comparison of the “true” VS profile for Case A with VS profiles inverted by 2D Global, 3D Global and 3D 
Array methods for the inversion sensitivity study, with the filtering criteria indicated in each column 
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Figure 4.25 Percent error between inverted and "true" VS profiles at each layer for the uniform (Case A) profile 
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4.3.1.2 Case B – Power Function VS Profile (ν = 0.30) 
Inversion sensitivity results for the case of a power function VS profile (Case B) are shown in 
Figure 4.26. The Case B profile was used to generate simulated data in FitSASW, which were 
processed according to the four filtering criteria indicated (360°, 180°, 90°, and 45°) and inverted 
by three approaches (2D Global, 3D Global, and 3D Array). VS profiles derived from inversion 
analysis are shown with a solid line, while the “true” Case B profile is shown with a dashed line. 
Only the value of VS in each layer was inverted in this study – the profile layering and all other 
parameters, including Poisson’s ratio, were held constant. 
 
 
Figure 4.26 Comparison of the “true” VS profile for Case B with VS profiles inverted by 2D Global, 3D Global and 3D 
Array methods for the inversion sensitivity study, with the filtering criteria indicated in each column 
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Figure 4.27 Percent error between inverted and "true" VS profiles at each layer for the power function (Case B) profile 
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4.3.1.3 Case C – Linear VS Profile (ν = 0.30) 
Inversion sensitivity results for the case of a linear VS profile (Case C) are shown in Figure 4.28. 
The Case C profile was used to generate simulated data in FitSASW, which were processed 
according to the four filtering criteria indicated (360°, 180°, 90°, and 45°) and inverted by three 
approaches (2D Global, 3D Global, and 3D Array). VS profiles derived from inversion analysis are 
shown with a solid line, while the “true” Case C profile is shown with a dashed line. Only the 
value of VS in each layer was inverted in this study – the profile layering and all other 
parameters, including Poisson’s ratio, were held constant. 
 
 
Figure 4.28 Comparison of the “true” VS profile for Case C with VS profiles inverted by 2D Global, 3D Global and 3D 
Array methods for the inversion sensitivity study, with the filtering criteria indicated in each column 
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Figure 4.29 Percent error between inverted and "true" VS profiles at each layer for linear VS increase (Case C) 
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4.3.1.4 Case D – Steep Power Function VS Profile (ν = 0.30) 
Inversion sensitivity results for the case of a steep power function VS profile (Case D) are shown 
in Figure 4.30. The Case D profile was used to generate simulated data in FitSASW, which were 
processed according to the four filtering criteria indicated (360°, 180°, 90°, and 45°) and inverted 
by three approaches (2D Global, 3D Global, and 3D Array). VS profiles derived from inversion 
analysis are shown with a solid line, while the “true” Case D profile is shown with a dashed line. 
Only the value of VS in each layer was inverted in this study – the profile layering and all other 
parameters, including Poisson’s ratio, were held constant. 
 
 
Figure 4.30 Comparison of the “true” VS profile for Case D with VS profiles inverted by 2D Global, 3D Global and 3D 
Array methods for the inversion sensitivity study, with the filtering criteria indicated in each column 
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Figure 4.31 Percent error between inverted and "true" VS profiles for the steep power function (Case D) profile 
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4.3.1.5 Case B* – “Saturated” Power Function VS Profile (ν = 0.45) 
Inversion sensitivity results for the case of a “saturated” power function VS profile (Case B*) are 
shown in Figure 4.32. The Case B* profile was used to generate simulated data in FitSASW, 
which were processed according to the four filtering criteria indicated (360°, 180°, 90°, and 45°) 
and inverted by three approaches (2D Global, 3D Global, and 3D Array). VS profiles derived from 
inversion analysis are shown with a solid line, while the “true” Case B* profile is shown with a 
dashed line. Only the value of VS in each layer was inverted in this study – the profile layering 
and all other parameters, including Poisson’s ratio, were held constant. 
 
 
Figure 4.32 Comparison of the “true” VS profile for Case B* with VS profiles inverted by 2D Global, 3D Global and 3D 
Array methods for the inversion sensitivity study, with the filtering criteria indicated in each column 
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Figure 4.33 Percent error between inverted and "true" VS profiles in each layer for the “saturated” (Case B*) profile 
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4.3.2 Discussion of SASW Profile Recovery Study  
The profile recovery study results presented in Section 0 demonstrate the use of three different 
inversion approaches to recover the “true” VS profile from data processed by various methods. 
In this study, the “true” profile was the known profile used to generate simulated experimental 
data in FitSASW. Only the value of the shear wave velocity was changed in the inversion 
analysis: the layering system and all other parameters, including Poisson’s ratio, were identical 
to those used to generate the simulated data and were held constant throughout the analysis. 
The goal of this study was to identify the best combination of data processing and inversion 
approaches in terms of the efficiency and effectiveness of the approach. An ideal combination 
would produce the closest fit between inverted and “true” profiles for all profile conditions. 
The numbering scheme outlined in Table 4.1, which corresponds somewhat to the 
historical development of the SASW method, is referenced throughout this discussion. Early 
implementations of SASW were performed according to combinations 1 and 2, where data were 
processed by restrictive filtering criteria for use with a far-field, 2D plane wave inversion model. 
Current practice in SASW is largely encompassed by combinations 3 and 4, where data are 
processed with the same restrictive criteria, but inverted with a 3D model that accounts for all 
wave contributions, including near-field effects. Joh (1996) noted the issues with combinations 1 
though 4 and proceeded to develop the 3D array approach, which he applied to data processed 
by the same far-field filtering criteria (i.e. combinations 5 and 6). This thesis aims to consider the 
feasibility of combinations 7 and 8, extending the work of Joh (1996) with new filtering criteria 
(i.e. 90° and 45° criteria) that allow for greater use of the near-field and a more efficient 
application of the SASW approach. 
  Several observations arise from a comparison of the inverted and “true” profiles shown 
in Section 0. For Case A, the uniform profile, all combinations of inversion analyses and filtering 
criteria seem to yield inverted profiles that are close approximations of the “true” profile, with 
the 3D array inversion producing the best results. For Cases B, C, D, and B*, the results show 
three major trends: (1) the quality of the inverted profile is strongly dependent on the inversion 
method used, (2) for a given inversion method, the quality of the inverted profile does not seem 
to be greatly affected by the filtering criterion used to process the data, and (3) the deepest 
layers in the model (i.e. halfspace) appear to be the most critical to the quality of the inverted 
profile. Some notable instances of these trends are described below. 
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Of the three inversion methods used, the 2D global inversion (i.e. Combinations 1 and 2) 
yielded the worst quality fit between inverted and “true” profiles. In some ways, however, this 
was to be expected, as the (simulated) experimental data includes near-field effects while the 
2D global inversion does not. These results indicate that the 360° and 180° filtering criteria do 
not completely remove the near-field effects, resulting in incompatibility between the 
experimental data and theoretical solution. The 3D global results (i.e. Combinations 3 and 4)  
had less overall misfit between the profiles than the 2D results, likely due to the fact that the 3D 
model accounts for the near-field effects inherent in the experimental data, although it does not 
account for the actual receiver location. For both approaches, the largest error magnitudes 
occurred with the “saturated” profile condition (Case B*), where Poisson’s ratio was known to 
be 0.45. The quality of inverted profiles produced by both 2D and 3D global methods is very 
good in shallow layers, but decreases significantly for the deeper layers. From the profile error 
plots, it is evident that the 2D solution grossly over-predicts the halfspace velocity in most cases 
and under-predicts (to a lesser degree) the velocity of the layer immediately above the 
halfspace. The 3D global inversion encountered the same difficulties as the 2D global inversion, 
but with significantly less error in most cases. This is likely due in part to the mechanics of the 
global average, as the moving average mechanism (see Section 3.3.2) is considerably affected by 
the near-field at low frequencies/long wavelengths for the longest receiver spacing, as shown in 
Figure 4.34. It is evident that near-field effects in the experimental data for the longest receiver 
spacing can substantially “derail” the averaging scheme for points at the longest wavelengths. 
 Of the three inversion methods used, the 3D array inversion (i.e. Combinations 5, 6, 7, 
and 8) yielded the best quality fit between inverted and “true” profiles. Overall, the 3D array 
inversion produced a close fit to the “true” profile in most cases, regardless of the filtering 
criteria used. Similar to the other two approaches, the 3D array inversion had some difficulty 
inverting data produced from the “saturated” profile (Case B*). Even so, it provided a 
significantly better fit than any inversion approach based on a global average. Most importantly, 
it is evident that the 3D array inversion provided a consistent quality result for all four filtering 
criteria (360°, 180°, 90°, and 45°). The recovery error for the 3D array results was typically less 
than 5% for each layer and, in some cases, even lower when more of the near-field was included 
(i.e. 45° criterion). The apparent success of the 3D array inversion in profile recovery is likely due 
to the fact that this approach simulates the data collection procedure used in actual surface 
wave measurements, including both near-field and far-field contributions.. 
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Figure 4.34 WinSASW screenshots from one of the analyses in the profile recovery study (Case D, 180° near-field 
criterion, 2D global inversion), illustrating the likely causes of significant misfit for the 2D and 3D global 
inversions in both the (a) data processing and (b) inversion steps. 
  
 
 
 
 
(a) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) 
With a global average, near-field 
effects will be averaged out between 
receiver spacings in this region… 
…but not 
for the 
longest 
spacing 
…but, due to the issue noted in (a), 
the theoretical model (red) must fit 
to a curve influenced by near-field, 
which will affect the VS profile  
Ideally, under purely far-field (plane 
wave) conditions, the global average 
exp. dispersion curve (blue) would 
continue along the dashed line…  
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Three key conclusions were drawn from the profile recovery study First, inversion 
methods based on a global average are negatively affected by near-field effects in experimental 
data, with a significant decrease in VS profile quality with depth. The misfit produced by the 3D 
global approach is less severe than that of the 2D global approach, but neither approach can 
effectively estimate the VS profile from experimental data collected in the near-field. Second, 
the 3D array inversion performs admirably in recovering the original profile from data with near-
field effects. This suggests that the effectiveness of surface wave measurements can be 
improved by fully implementing the 3D array approach (instead of the common 3D global 
approach used with SASW) in engineering practice. Third, while the quality of the profile 
recovery depended heavily on the inversion approach used, changing the filtering criteria from 
180° to 360° had minimal effect on the quality of the results for the global inversion approaches. 
The 3D array inversion also showed little impact on account of the filtering criteria used and, in 
fact, showed slightly better results when more of the near-field (i.e. 90°, and especially  45°) was 
used a as compared to the more restrictive criteria (i.e. 360° and 180°). 
Therefore, it has been demonstrated in this study using simulated data that the 
efficiency of surface wave measurements can be vastly improved by using shorter receiver 
spacings (e.g. 16m total array length, instead of 128m – see Figure 4.23) to collect, process, and 
invert data in the near-field, with no significant change in effectiveness. Shorter array lengths 
have two benefits. First, the profile obtained is more localized and does not average the profile 
velocities over long receiver spread length, resulting in better horizontal resolution from 
multiple measurements. Secondly, energy requirements for the source are reduced, since signal 
attenuation will be lower over the shorter array distance. 
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4.3.3 Results of Poisson’s Ratio Study with Simulated SASW Data 
This section presents results from a study performed to determine if additional profile 
information could be determined from surface wave data that included more near-field 
contributions. Specifically, this study investigated if it is possible to infer Poisson’s ratio of the 
profile when near-field data are included. As noted in Section 2.5.1, it is accepted in current 
practice (far-field data collection and theoretical model) that surface waves are not sensitive to 
changes in Poisson’s ratio. Therefore, values of Poisson’s ratio must be either assumed or known 
a priori for the analysis. From the results of the preliminary study, it was hypothesized that the 
quality of fit between experimental and theoretical dispersion curves in the near-field is 
sensitive to the value of Poisson’s ratio. It was considered that an incorrect assumption of 
Poisson’s ratio would yield an inferior fit between dispersion curves as compared to the case 
where the correct value of Poisson’s ratio is used. Inversion analyses were performed with a 
range of assumed Poisson’s ratio values to investigate this hypothesis. Results of this study 
include three VS profile plot grids and a plot of the misfit between theoretical and experimental 
dispersion curves, for each of the five profiles used to simulate the experimental data. For this 
study, the rows of each grid represent the different inversion approaches, while the columns 
represent the assumed values of Poisson’s ratio. The root-mean-squared (RMS) error, a measure 
of the misfit between theoretical and experimental dispersion curves, is plotted versus the 
assumed value of Poisson’s ratio in this section. Each point on the plot corresponds to a 
complete inversion analysis with an assumed value of Poisson’s ratio. A sensitivity to Poisson’s 
ratio would be indicated by a trend of decreased RMS error when the correct Poisson’s ratio was 
used. A practical illustration of the meaning of RMS error in this study is presented in Figure 
4.35, where a correct assumption of Poisson’s ratio produces a small RMS error, and Figure 4.36, 
where an incorrect assumption produces a large RMS error. The results of this study are 
discussed in Section 4.3.4. 
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Figure 4.35 WinSASW screenshot from one of the analyses in the Poisson’s ratio study (Case D, 180° near-field 
criterion, 3D array inversion), illustrating an excellent fit between theoretical (red) and experimental 
(blue) dispersion curves after an inversion analysis (and the correspondingly low RMS error), where the 
assumed value of Poisson’s ratio exactly matched the “true” value of 0.30 
 
 
Figure 4.36 WinSASW screenshot from one of the analyses in the Poisson’s ratio study (Case D, 180° near-field 
criterion, 3D array inversion), illustrating a poor fit between theoretical (red) and experimental (blue) 
dispersion curves after an inversion analysis (and the correspondingly high RMS error), where the 
assumed Poisson’s ratio value of 0.45 did not match the true value of 0.30  
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4.3.3.1 Case A – Uniform VS Profile (ν = 0.30) 
Results of the Poisson’s ratio study for the case of a uniform VS profile (Case A) are presented in 
four different figures as described herein – three sets of VS profiles and a plot of RMS error 
versus Poisson’s ratio. VS profiles derived from all inversion analyses are compared with the 
“true” Case A profile over seven different values of Poisson’s ratio. Specifically, VS profiles 
derived from the 360° and 180° filtering criteria in Figure 4.37 and Figure 4.38, respectively, 
while those derived from the 90° and 45° filtering criteria are shown together in Figure 4.39.   
VS profiles derived from inversion analysis are shown with a solid line, while the “true” Case A 
profile is shown with a dashed line. The root-mean-squared (RMS) error in fit between 
theoretical and experimental dispersion curves is plotted versus the value of Poisson’s ratio in 
Figure 4.40: a separate curve is plotted for each inversion approach (2D Global, 3D Global, and 
3D Array) and each subplot corresponds to one of the four filtering criteria (360°, 180°, 90°, and 
45°). Each curve in Figure 4.40 corresponds to an individual row of VS profiles in Figure 4.37,  
Figure 4.38, or Figure 4.39. 
 
Figure 4.37 Comparison of  the “true” VS profile for Case A with VS profiles inverted by 2D Global, 3D Global and 3D 
Array methods – these data were processed using the 360° filtering criteria 
“True” Value of Poisson’s Ratio 
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Figure 4.38 Comparison of  the “true” VS profile for Case A with VS profiles inverted by 2D Global, 3D Global and 3D 
Array methods – these data were processed using the 180° filtering criteria 
 
Figure 4.39 Comparison of the “true” VS profile for Case A with VS profiles inverted by 3D Array methods – these data 
were processed by alternative filtering criteria including more of the near-field (90° top row and 45° 
bottom row) 
“True” Value of Poisson’s Ratio 
“True” Value of Poisson’s Ratio 
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Figure 4.40 RMS error in fit between theoretical and experimental dispersion curves for Case A, covering the range of 
inversion methods, filtering criteria, and Poisson’s ratio values encompassed by Figure 4.37, Figure 4.38, 
and Figure 4.39 – arrows indicate abscissa location of the “true” Poisson’s ratio value 
  
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
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4.3.3.2 Case B – Power Function VS Profile (ν = 0.30)  
Results of the Poisson’s ratio study for the case of a power function VS profile (Case B) are 
presented in four different figures as described herein – three sets of VS profiles and a plot of 
RMS error versus Poisson’s ratio. VS profiles derived from all inversion analyses are compared 
with the “true” Case B profile over seven different values of Poisson’s ratio. Specifically, VS 
profiles derived from the 360° and 180° filtering criteria in Figure 4.41 and Figure 4.42, 
respectively, while those derived from the 90° and 45° filtering criteria are shown together in 
Figure 4.43. VS profiles derived from inversion analysis are shown with a solid line, while the 
“true” Case B profile is shown with a dashed line. The root-mean-squared (RMS) error in fit 
between theoretical and experimental dispersion curves is plotted versus the value of Poisson’s 
ratio in Figure 4.44: a separate curve is plotted for each inversion approach (2D Global, 3D 
Global, and 3D Array) and each subplot corresponds to one of the four filtering criteria (360°, 
180°, 90°, and 45°). Each curve in Figure 4.44 corresponds to an individual row of VS profiles in 
Figure 4.41, Figure 4.42, and Figure 4.43. 
 
Figure 4.41 Comparison of  the “true” VS profile for Case B with VS profiles inverted by 2D Global, 3D Global and 3D 
Array methods – these data were processed by the 360° filtering criteria 
“True” Value of Poisson’s Ratio 
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Figure 4.42 Comparison of  the “true” VS profile for Case B with VS profiles inverted by 2D Global, 3D Global and 3D 
Array methods – these data were processed by the 180° filtering criteria 
 
Figure 4.43 Comparison of the “true” VS profile for Case B with VS profiles inverted by 2D Global, 3D Global and 3D 
Array methods – these data were processed by alternative filtering criteria including more near-field (90° 
top row and 45° bottom row) 
“True” Value of Poisson’s Ratio 
“True” Value of Poisson’s Ratio 
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Figure 4.44 RMS error in fit between theoretical and experimental dispersion curves for Case B, covering the range of 
inversion methods, filtering criteria, and Poisson’s ratio values encompassed by Figure 4.41, Figure 4.42, 
and Figure 4.43 – arrows indicate abscissa location of the “true” Poisson’s ratio value 
  
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
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4.3.3.3 Case C – Linear VS Profile (ν = 0.30) 
Results of the Poisson’s ratio study for the case of a linear VS profile (Case C) are presented in 
four different figures as described herein – three sets of VS profiles and a plot of RMS error 
versus Poisson’s ratio. VS profiles derived from all inversion analyses are compared with the 
“true” Case C profile over seven different values of Poisson’s ratio. Specifically, VS profiles 
derived from the 360° and 180° filtering criteria in Figure 4.45 and Figure 4.46, respectively, 
while those derived from the 90° and 45° filtering criteria are shown together in Figure 4.47. VS 
profiles derived from inversion analysis are shown with a solid line, while the “true” Case C 
profile is shown with a dashed line. The root-mean-squared (RMS) error in fit between 
theoretical and experimental dispersion curves is plotted versus the value of Poisson’s ratio in 
Figure 4.48: a separate curve is plotted for each inversion approach (2D Global, 3D Global, and 
3D Array) and each subplot corresponds to one of the four filtering criteria (360°, 180°, 90°, and 
45°). Each curve in Figure 4.48 corresponds to an individual row of VS profiles in Figure 4.45, 
Figure 4.46, and Figure 4.47. 
 
 
Figure 4.45 Comparison of  the “true” VS profile for Case C with VS profiles inverted by 2D Global, 3D Global and 3D 
Array methods – these data were processed by the 360° filtering criteria 
“True” Value of Poisson’s Ratio 
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Figure 4.46 Comparison of  the “true” VS profile for Case C with VS profiles inverted by 2D Global, 3D Global and 3D 
Array methods – these data were processed by the 180° filtering criteria 
 
Figure 4.47 Comparison of the “true” VS profile for Case C with VS profiles inverted by 2D Global, 3D Global and 3D 
Array methods – these data were processed by alternative filtering criteria including more near-field(90° 
top row and 45° bottom row) 
“True” Value of Poisson’s Ratio 
“True” Value of Poisson’s Ratio 
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Figure 4.48 RMS error in fit between theoretical and experimental dispersion curves for Case C, covering the range of 
inversion methods, filtering criteria, and Poisson’s ratio values encompassed by Figure 4.45, Figure 4.46, 
and Figure 4.47 – arrows indicate abscissa location of the “true” Poisson’s ratio value 
  
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
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4.3.3.4 Case D – Steep Power Function VS Profile (ν = 0.30) 
Results of the Poisson’s ratio study for the case of a steep power function VS profile (Case D) are 
presented in four different figures as described herein – three sets of VS profiles and a plot of 
RMS error versus Poisson’s ratio. VS profiles derived from all inversion analyses are compared 
with the “true” Case D profile over seven different values of Poisson’s ratio. Specifically, VS 
profiles derived from the 360° and 180° filtering criteria in Figure 4.49 and Figure 4.50, 
respectively, while those derived from the 90° and 45° filtering criteria are shown together in 
Figure 4.51. VS profiles derived from inversion analysis are shown with a solid line, while the 
“true” Case D profile is shown with a dashed line. The root-mean-squared (RMS) error in fit 
between theoretical and experimental dispersion curves is plotted versus the value of Poisson’s 
ratio in Figure 4.52: a separate curve is plotted for each inversion approach (2D Global, 3D 
Global, and 3D Array) and each subplot corresponds to one of the four filtering criteria (360°, 
180°, 90°, and 45°). Each curve in Figure 4.52 corresponds to an individual row of VS profiles in 
Figure 4.49, Figure 4.50, and Figure 4.51. 
 
Figure 4.49 Comparison of the “true” VS profile for Case D with VS profiles inverted by 2D Global, 3D Global and 3D 
Array methods – these data were processed by the 360° filtering criteria 
“True” Value of Poisson’s Ratio 
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Figure 4.50 Comparison of the “true” VS profile for Case D with VS profiles inverted by 2D Global, 3D Global and 3D 
Array methods – these data were processed by the 180° filtering criteria 
 
Figure 4.51 Comparison of the “true” VS profile for Case D with VS profiles inverted by 2D Global, 3D Global and 3D 
Array methods – these data were processed by alternative filtering criteria including more near-field (90° 
top row and 45° bottom row) 
“True” Value of Poisson’s Ratio 
“True” Value of Poisson’s Ratio 
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Figure 4.52 RMS error in fit between theoretical and experimental dispersion curves for Case D, covering the range of 
inversion methods, filtering criteria, and Poisson’s ratio values encompassed by Figure 4.49, Figure 4.50, 
and Figure 4.51 – arrows indicate abscissa location of the “true” Poisson’s ratio value 
  
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
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4.3.3.5 Case B* – “Saturated” Power Function VS Profile (ν = 0.45) 
Results of the Poisson’s ratio study for the case of a “saturated” power function VS profile (Case 
B*) are presented in four different figures as described herein – three sets of VS profiles and a 
plot of RMS error versus Poisson’s ratio. VS profiles derived from all inversion analyses are 
compared with the “true” Case B* profile over seven different values of Poisson’s ratio. 
Specifically, VS profiles derived from the 360° and 180° filtering criteria in Figure 4.53 and Figure 
4.54, respectively, while those derived from the 90° and 45° filtering criteria are shown together 
in Figure 4.55. VS profiles derived from inversion analysis are shown with a solid line, while the 
“true” Case B* profile is shown with a dashed line. The root-mean-squared (RMS) error in fit 
between theoretical and experimental dispersion curves is plotted versus the value of Poisson’s 
ratio in Figure 4.56: a separate curve is plotted for each inversion approach (2D Global, 3D 
Global, and 3D Array) and each subplot corresponds to one of the four filtering criteria (360°, 
180°, 90°, and 45°). Each curve in Figure 4.56 corresponds to an individual row of VS profiles in 
Figure 4.53, Figure 4.54, and Figure 4.55. 
 
Figure 4.53 Comparison of  the “true” VS profile for Case B* - a saturated version of Case B -  with VS profiles inverted 
by 2D Global, 3D Global and 3D Array methods – these data were processed by the 360° filtering criteria 
 
“True” Value of Poisson’s Ratio 
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Figure 4.54 Comparison of  the “true” VS profile for Case B* - a saturated version of Case B -  with VS profiles inverted 
by 2D Global, 3D Global and 3D Array methods – these data were processed by the 180 ° filtering criteria 
 
Figure 4.55 Comparison of the “true” VS profile for Case B* - a saturated version of Case B -  with VS profiles inverted 
by 2D Global, 3D Global and 3D Array methods – these data were processed by alternative filtering 
criteria including more near-field (90° top row and 45° bottom row) 
“True” Value of Poisson’s Ratio 
“True” Value of Poisson’s Ratio 
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Figure 4.56 RMS error in fit between theoretical and experimental dispersion curves for Case B* - a saturated version 
of Case B - covering the range of inversion methods, filtering criteria, and Poisson’s ratio values 
encompassed by Figure 4.53, Figure 4.54, and Figure 4.55 – arrows indicate abscissa location of the “true” 
Poisson’s ratio value 
  
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
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4.3.4 Discussion of Poisson’s Ratio Study with Simulated SASW data  
The results of the Poisson’s ratio study presented in Section 4.3.3 demonstrate the effectiveness 
of various inversion approaches to infer the “true” value of Poisson’s ratio. This study was 
motivated by the results of the preliminary sensitivity study (Section 4.2.1), which indicated that 
the shape of the dispersion curve appears to be sensitive to the value of Poisson’s ratio when 
near-field effects are included in the analysis. The Poisson’s ratio study considered the same 
combination of profile conditions, filtering criteria, and inversion approaches as the profile 
recovery study (Section 0). This study essentially expanded upon the latter by performing 
inversion analyses with seven different assumptions of Poisson’s ratio, ranging from 0.15 to 
0.45, since the value of Poisson’s ratio is typically not known in practice and must be assumed. 
The assumed values were selected such that one assumed value corresponds to the “true” value 
in each case – this was the exact condition assessed in the profile recovery study. The “true” 
values of Poisson’s ratio are 0.30 (for Cases A, B, C, and D) and 0.45 (for Case B*). Even though 
each inversion analysis started with a different assumed value of Poisson’s ratio, shear wave 
velocity was the only parameter inverted. The layering system and all other parameters had 
identical values to those used to generate the simulated data and were held constant 
throughout the analysis. 
 A number of useful observations can be derived from the shear wave velocity profiles 
and RMS error versus Poisson’s ratio plots presented in Section 4.3.3. In these results, the 
dominant trends are most evident in the RMS error versus Poisson’s ratio plots (i.e. Figure 4.40, 
Figure 4.44, Figure 4.48, Figure 4.52, and Figure 4.56). The plots of RMS error versus Poisson’s 
ratio show the same three trends for all profile conditions: (1) the curve for the 2D global 
inversion is almost completely flat, (2) the curve for the 3D global inversion may have slight 
undulations at some values of Poisson’s ratio, but is for the most part flat, and (3) the curve for 
the 3D array inversion dips sharply to the lowest RMS error, which is almost always at the “true” 
value of Poisson’s ratio. The same three trends are evident in the results for all simulated 
profiles, regardless of the filtering criterion applied. The “flat” shape of the curve for the 2D and 
3D global inversions indicates that the RMS error is approximately the same at different values 
of Poisson’s ratio, which implies that these approaches are largely insensitive to the “true” value 
of Poisson’s ratio. In other words, the same quality of fit can be achieved regardless of whether 
the correct Poisson’s ratio is assumed. However, as is evident in the comparison of VS profile, 
and incorrect assumption of Poisson’s ratio will result in a lower quality prediction of the VS 
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profile. For the 3D array inversion, however, the steep slope of the curve indicates a distinct 
sensitivity to the “true” value of Poisson’s ratio – with the lowest RMS error corresponding very 
well to this value. It is interesting to note that there is much greater sensitivity as Poisson’s ratio 
increases. In other words, it is easier to differentiate a Poisson’s ratio value of 0.35 from 0.5, as 
compared to 0.2 to 0.35. 
There is a slight anomaly in the results associated with the 360° filtering criterion: In the 
3D array inversion results for Case B*, the RMS error at a Poisson’s ratio of 0.45 (the “true” 
value) appears to be somewhat higher than that at a Poisson’s ratio of 0.40, which would lead 
one to believe that 0.40 is the “true” value. This is likely due to the shape of the dispersion 
curves associated with the longest simulated receiver spacings, which is a similar issue to that 
noted in Section 4.3.2 (see Figure 4.34). Here, some of the dispersion curves have a distinct 
“kink” at long wavelengths, as shown in Figure 4.57, which is quite severe for the longest 
spacing. This may be attributed to the interaction of near-field effects and a high Poisson’s ratio 
value.  In any case, the kink will have a significant effect on the way that both global and array 
average curves are generated and, ultimately, the fit of the theoretical dispersion curve in the 
inversion analysis. For the same range of wavelengths, the results for the 180° filtering criterion 
were less affected by this phenomenon, and the results for the 90° and 45° criteria seemed to 
be unaffected. These criteria expand the near-field portion of the dispersion curve (i.e. right of 
the kink), so data from some of the longer spacings can be omitted while maintaining the same 
wavelength range in the composite dispersion curve. A composite dispersion curve generated 
for the same profile (Case B*) with a 45° filtering criterion is shown in Figure 4.58 for 
comparison. 
Three key conclusions were derived from the Poisson’s ratio study. First, Poisson’s ratio 
cannot be inferred by inversion methods based on a global average of the experimental 
dispersion curve, as these methods do not exhibit sensitivity to the value of Poisson’s ratio. The 
2D global approach produced similar fit quality (RMS error) for all assumed values of Poisson’s 
ratio, while the 3D global approach yielded unpredictable results (even showing a “false 
sensitivity” in some cases). This result was expected and it is consistent with the current practice 
of assuming a value of Poisson’s ratio and accepting the resulting error in the computed VS 
profile. Second, the value of Poisson’s ratio can be accurately inferred, for the profile conditions 
examined in this study, by use of the 3D array inversion approach. A distinct trend emerged 
from multiple 3D array inversions of the same data using different assumed values of Poisson’s  
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Figure 4.57 WinSASW screenshot of the composite dispersion curve for Case B*, with a 360° filtering criterion, 
showing the sharp “kinks” in the curves of the longer spacings required for this criterion 
 
 
Figure 4.58 WinSASW screenshot of the composite dispersion curve for Case B*, with a 45° filtering criterion, showing 
the gradual undulations in the near-field region of each curve 
ratio, where the “true” value of Poisson’s ratio was correctly identified from the inversion 
producing the lowest RMS error in dispersion curve fit (which also produced the best quality VS 
profile). Third, filtering criteria used to mitigate the near-field had little to no effect on the 
process of inferring Poisson’s ratio by the 3D array inversion, with less restrictive criteria 
providing a slightly better result. The 360° and 180° criteria did produce ambiguous results in 
some cases (e.g. Case C and Case B*), while the 90° and 45° criteria produced consistent 
sensitivity trends for all simulated profiles, even for the saturated conditions of Case B*. This 
last point also suggests that near-field effects are present in all cases, and filtering criteria 
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(64m spacing) 
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(64m spacing) 
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allowing for more of the near-field can be implemented without affecting the inference of 
Poisson’s ratio from the 3D array inversion. In practice, this could be implemented by 
performing multiple inversions using a range of Poisson’s ratio values to identify the case that 
provided the best fit to the dispersion data. This would produce both a prediction of Poisson’s 
ratio for the profile and the best prediction of the VS profile. 
Therefore, it has been demonstrated that a value which must be assumed in current 
practice (i.e. Poisson’s ratio) can be inferred from experimental data, substantially increasing the 
effectiveness of surface wave measurements. The benefits of accurately inferring Poisson’s ratio 
for in-situ conditions also extend beyond surface wave analyses (e.g. Poisson’s ratio is an 
important a priori input for many geotechnical analyses). Future work may focus on the 
development of an SASW inversion program capable of simultaneously inverting for both shear 
wave velocity and Poisson’s ratio with depth. 
4.3.5 Results from Analysis of Simulated Multi-channel Data 
This section presents results of a study performed with simulated multi-channel data, which 
extended the previously-described profile recovery and Poisson’s ratio studies by considering 
the response of multi-channel data to similar inversion techniques. Multi-channel analysis was 
performed to allow comparisons between the SASW method and the multi-channel method 
which is now the most common approach used in current practice. The goal of this study was to 
examine how results from current multi-channel methods compare with the SASW results 
derived in this study. Ground motions were simulated for the 30 receiver locations shown in 
Figure 3.24 and processed as described in Section 3.4. Inversion was performed using the 2D 
(plane wave) model, which is the predominant approach to multi-channel analyses in current 
practice. The array inversion approach is not applicable, as multi-channel methods produce only 
a single continuous dispersion curve. The scope of the multi-channel study was limited to 
simulations of Cases A, B, C, and D, where the “true” value of Poisson’s ratio was 0.30 for all 
profiles. Similar to the previous studies, the same data from each profile was inverted with 
different assumed values of Poisson’s ratio. For this study, the results are presented in the form 
of a three-part plot. On each of the following figures, part (a) shows the inverted and “true” 
shear wave velocity profiles for each assumed value of Poisson’s ratio, while part (b) shows a 
plot of RMS error versus Poisson’s ratio similar to those of the Poisson’s ratio study, and part (c) 
shows a layer-specific profile error plot similar to those of the profile recovery study.  
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4.3.5.1 Case A – Uniform VS Profile, (ν = 0.30) 
Results of the study with simulated multi-channel data for the case of a uniform VS profile (Case 
A) are shown in Figure 4.59. Figure 4.59a shows VS profiles derived from 2D Global inversion 
analyses (solid line), which are compared with the “true” Case A profile (dashed line) over seven 
different assumed values of Poisson’s ratio, as the exact value is often unknown a priori. The 
quality of fit between the experimental and theoretical dispersion curve is quantified for each 
case using RMS error and plotted in Figure 4.59b – the “true” value of Poisson’s ratio (indicated 
by the red dashed rectangle) was known to be 0.30 a priori. Percent error between the inverted 
and “true” values of VS for each layer is shown in Figure 4.59c – this comparison was made 
possible by the fact that the layering system was known a priori. 
 
Figure 4.59 Comparison of the “true” VS profile for Case A with VS profiles inverted from multi-channel data by 2D 
Global and 3D Global methods 
“True” Value of Poisson’s Ratio 
(a) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(c) 
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4.3.5.2 Case B – Power Function VS Profile (ν = 0.30) 
Results of the multi-channel inversion study for the case of a uniform VS profile (Case B) are 
shown in Figure 4.60. Figure 4.60a shows VS profiles derived from 2D Global inversion analyses 
(solid line), which are compared with the “true” Case B profile (dashed line) over seven different 
assumed values of Poisson’s ratio, as the exact value is often unknown a priori. The quality of fit 
between the experimental and theoretical dispersion curve is quantified for each case using 
RMS error and plotted in Figure 4.60b – the “true” value of Poisson’s ratio (indicated by the red 
dashed rectangle) was known to be 0.30 a priori. Percent error between the inverted and “true” 
values of VS for each layer is shown in Figure 4.60c – this comparison was made possible by the 
fact that the layering system was known a priori. 
 
Figure 4.60 Comparison of the “true” VS profile for Case B with VS profiles inverted from multi-channel data by 2D 
Global and 3D Global methods 
“True” Value of Poisson’s Ratio 
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4.3.5.3 Case C – Linear VS Profile (ν = 0.30) 
Results of the multi-channel inversion study for the case of a uniform VS profile (Case C) are 
shown in Figure 4.61. Figure 4.61a shows VS profiles derived from 2D Global inversion analyses 
(solid line) are compared with the “true” Case C profile (dashed line) over seven different 
assumed values of Poisson’s ratio, as the exact value is often unknown a priori. The quality of fit 
between the experimental and theoretical dispersion curve is quantified for each case using 
RMS error and plotted in Figure 4.61b – the “true” value of Poisson’s ratio (indicated by the red 
dashed rectangle) was known to be 0.30 a priori. Percent error between the inverted and “true” 
values of VS for each layer is shown in Figure 4.61c – this comparison was made possible by the 
fact that the layering system was known a priori. 
 
Figure 4.61 Comparison of the “true” VS profile for Case C with VS profiles inverted from multi-channel data by 2D 
Global and 3D Global methods 
“True” Value of Poisson’s Ratio 
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4.3.5.4 Case D – Steep Linear VS Profile (ν = 0.30) 
Results of the multi-channel inversion study for the case of a uniform VS profile (Case D) are 
shown in Figure 4.62. Figure 4.62a shows VS profiles derived from 2D Global inversion analyses 
(solid line), which are compared with the “true” Case D profile (dashed line) over seven different 
assumed values of Poisson’s ratio, as the exact value is often unknown a priori. The quality of fit 
between the experimental and theoretical dispersion curve is quantified for each case using 
RMS error and plotted in Figure 4.62b – the “true” value of Poisson’s ratio (indicated by the red 
dashed rectangle) was known to be 0.30 a priori. Percent error between the inverted and “true” 
values of VS for each layer is shown in Figure 4.62c – this comparison was made possible by the 
fact that the layering system was known a priori. 
 
Figure 4.62 Comparison of the “true” VS profile for Case D with VS profiles inverted from multi-channel data by 2D 
Global and 3D Global methods 
“True” Value of Poisson’s Ratio 
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4.3.6 Discussion of Surface Wave Analysis with Simulated Multi-channel Data 
Similar to the profile recovery (Section 0) and Poisson’s ratio (Section 4.3.3) studies with SASW 
data, the multi-channel study (Section 4.3.5) considered potential applications of surface wave 
analyses in recovering  the “true” VS profile and inferring  the “true” value of Poisson’s ratio. This 
study used simulated multi-channel data, which were generated for the same Case A, B, C, and 
D profiles used in the previous two studies, processed by the FDBF approach (see Section 3.4), 
and inverted by the 2D global approach. Similar to the previous studies, Poisson’s ratio was 
studied by multiple inversions of the same data with seven different assumptions of the 
Poisson’s ratio value, ranging from 0.15 to 0.45. In each case, one of the assumed Poisson’s ratio 
values also corresponded to the “true” value of 0.30. Even though each inversion analysis 
started with a different assumed value of Poisson’s ratio, shear wave velocity was still the only 
value to be changed during the inversion process. All other parameters, including the layering 
system, had identical values to those used to generate the simulated data and were held 
constant throughout the analysis.  
Considering the multi-channel results presented in Section 4.3.5, key observations arise 
in three areas: (1) profile recovery when Poisson’s ratio is assumed correctly, (2) profile recovery 
when Poisson’s ratio is assumed incorrectly, and (3) the sensitivity of the quality of fit (i.e. RMS 
error) to the Poisson’s ratio assumption. First, when the value of Poisson’s ratio is assumed 
correctly, the multi-channel results demonstrate a trend of systematic error with a significant 
under-estimation of the halfspace velocity in all cases.  Other layers were over-/under-estimated 
to the same or a lesser degree in all cases, with the linear profile (Case C) showing the worst 
overall profile recovery. Perhaps the best explanation for these issues is incompatibility between 
the experimental data and theoretical model, in that a 2D theoretical model (which does not 
simulate the near-field) is being used to fit experimental data “collected’ in the near-field. This 
effect was clearly illustrated by Li (2011) for the Case C profile with the same receiver array, as 
shown in Figure 4.63, where the near-field and far-field curves diverge sharply at low 
frequencies/long wavelengths. Second, for multi-channel analyses, an incorrect assumption of 
Poisson’s ratio does not appreciably alter the (poor) quality of the profile. In some cases 
(especially Case C), using a Poisson’s ratio smaller than the “true” value can result in a profile 
estimate which is worse than that derived from the “true” value. This is also likely to be a 
function of the model incompatibility issue. Third, the quality-of-fit (i.e. RMS error) results for 
the multi-channel study show a trend of either constant or slightly decreasing error with 
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changes in Poisson’s ratio, indicating that this approach is largely insensitive to the assumed 
value of Poisson’s ratio. Although these results show a decreasing trend of RMS error in some 
cases, the minimum RMS error does not occur at the “true” value. In the Poisson’s ratio study 
for SASW, the quality-of-fit for the 3D array inversion changed quite significantly for different 
assumptions of Poisson’s ratio, which led to inferring the value of Poisson’s ratio. Poisson’s ratio 
must, therefore, be known or assumed for multi-channel analyses, since it cannot be inferred 
from the dispersion curve fit. 
 
Figure 4.63 Normalized dispersion curves for Case C with a multi-channel array having a 10m source-to-first-receiver 
distance, a receiver-to-receiver of 1m and 30 total receivers (i.e. 10SR1RR-30) from Li 2011  
Therefore, three key conclusions were derived from the multi-channel study with 
simulated data. First, the common approach to multi-channel analyses (i.e. 2D global inversion) 
causes systematic errors in profile recovery when used with experimental data collected in the 
near-field. The issue of “model incompatibility” is likely the main cause of these errors, as the 2D 
model does not account for the near-field effects inherent in most experimental data. The SASW 
results for the 2D and 3D global inversions demonstrated similar profile recovery issues on 
account of the global averaging approach. Second, a comparison of SASW and multi-channel 
results (i.e. compare Figure 4.37 and Figure 4.59a; Figure 4.41 and Figure 4.60a; Figure 4.45 and 
Figure 4.61a; Figure 4.49 and Figure 4.62a) reveals that the multi-channel approach provides 
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better profile recovery than SASW with same inversion approach, 2D global. Despite this 
improvement, both approaches are still affected by the model incompatibility issue with the 2D 
model. The 3D array approach with SASW is significantly more accurate in profile recovery than 
the multi-channel approach with the 2D model. Third, the quality-of-fit (i.e. RMS error) for 
multi-channel analyses is largely insensitive to changes in the value of Poisson’s ratio. In 
contrast, a distinct sensitivity to Poisson’s ratio was evident in the SASW quality-of-fit results for 
the 3D array inversion, from which the “true” in-situ value of Poisson’s ratio was correctly 
inferred. A “3D array” approach for multi-channel would theoretically combine the best 
elements of both SASW and multi-channel approaches, but, at present, has not yet been 
developed due to the extensive computational requirements. 
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5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION – EXPERIMENTAL STUDY  
5.1 Introduction 
The key findings from the study using simulated data and discussed in Chapter 4 were: (1) using 
the array inversion approach, less restrictive near-field criteria (and shorter receiver arrays) can 
be used without sacrificing the quality of the VS profile prediction, and (2) using the array 
inversion approach, Poisson’s ratio of the profile can be inferred from the quality of fit between 
experimental and theoretical dispersion curves. In this Chapter, these two findings are tested 
using real experimental data collected as part of a previous study in the Mississippi Embayment 
region of the central United States. Experimental data were collected, processed and inverted as 
described in Chapter 3 (see Section 3.7). Section 5.2 presents the results of the array inversion 
analysis using minimal near-field masking (i.e. 90° criteria) of SASW (Section 5.2.1) and analysis 
of multi-channel methods (Section 5.2.2). The resulting profiles are compared to the profile 
obtained by Rosenblad et al. (2010) using traditional SASW procedures. Section 5.3 discusses 
these results as they relate to the practicality of including the near-field in surface wave 
analyses. 
5.2 Results from the Analysis of Mississippi Embayment Data 
5.2.1 Results from SASW Analyses using Alternative Near-field Filtering 
Results of the SASW inversion using real surface wave data from the field site in the Mississippi 
Embayment are presented below. In this case, the 90° filtering criteria was used to mask the 
SASW data, allowing for a maximum wavelength of about 300 m to be generated from a 
receiver spacing of only 80 m. Figure 5.1, below, shows the experimental dispersion curve used 
in this analysis. The final shear wave velocity profiles were obtained from the analyses 
performed using assumed Poisson’s ratio values of 0.20, 0.30, 0.40, and 0.45, plus the 
“saturated” case (where the p-wave velocity was set equal to 1600 m/s), are shown in Figure 
5.2. The VS profiles are shown to a depth of 150m, as the longest wavelength was approximately 
300 m. As noted in Section 3.7, this site is saturated below the first few meters, so the 
“saturated” case should best represent the true profile conditions at this site. Figure 5.3 shows a 
comparison of the VS profile obtained for the saturated condition (VP = 1600 m/s) using the 
alternative masking approach (90° criteria) to the VS profile obtained by Rosenblad et al. (2010) 
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using the traditional masking approach (180° criteria). The root-mean-squared (RMS) error in fit 
between theoretical and experimental dispersion curves is plotted versus the value of Poisson’s 
ratio in Figure 5.4. The open circle in Figure 5.4 corresponds to the “saturated” case, where VP = 
1600 m/s, and are shown with an average value of Poisson’s ratio. Figure 5.5 shows an example 
of the dispersion curve obtained for this “saturated” case.  
 
Figure 5.1 Experimental dispersion curve generated from the Mississippi Embayment data using a 90° filtering criteria 
with a 180m long array 
 
Figure 5.2 VS profiles inverted from the Mississippi Embayment data by the 3D array method using alternative filtering 
criteria including more of the near-field 
Legend 
Brown = 4m 
Red = 10m 
Green = 20m 
Blue = 40m 
Cyan = 80m 
 
180m Long Array 
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Figure 5.3 Comparison of the VS profile derived for the “saturated” (VP = 1600 m/s) case with the profile determined 
by Rosenblad et al. (2010), who processed the same experimental dataset with traditional SASW criteria 
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Figure 5.4 RMS error in fit between theoretical and experimental dispersion curves from Mississippi Embayment data, 
for the inversion methods and Poisson’s ratio values encompassed by Figure 5.2 – average Poisson’s ratio 
values are plotted for the saturated case (VP = 1600 m/s) 
 
Figure 5.5 Comparison of experimental and inverted dispersion curves for the “saturated” (VP = 1600 m/s) case  
Legend 
Blue = Experimental Dispersion Curve 
Red = Inverted Dispersion Curve using VP = 1600 m/s 
 
RMS Error = 8.43 
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5.2.2 Results of Multi-channel Analyses with Real Data 
Results of the multi-channel inversion study using real multi-channel data from the field site in 
the Mississippi Embayment are shown in Figure 5.6. The upper row of Figure 5.6 shows VS 
profiles derived from experimental data collected with the “short” array, while the lower row 
corresponds to the “long” array (see Table 3.5 and Figure 3.34 for array definitions). Only the 2D 
plane wave inversion was used for this study. The quality-of-fit, in terms of root-mean-squared 
(RMS) error is plotted versus the value of Poisson’s ratio in Figure 5.7, where a separate curve is 
plotted for each of the two array configurations. 
 
Figure 5.6 VS profiles inverted from real multi-channel data by 2D Global and 3D Global methods 
 
 
Figure 5.7 RMS error in fit between theoretical and experimental dispersion curves for real multi-channel data 
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5.3 Discussion of Analyses with Mississippi Embayment Data  
The surface wave analysis results presented in Section 5.2 used the SASW-based method of 
inferring Poisson’s ratio developed in Chapter 4 with real experimental data from the “MORT” 
site in the Mississippi Embayment (Section 3.7). The purpose of this study was to validate the 
“alternative SASW” method for potential use in practice, where data are often imperfect and 
the profile conditions are not known a priori. Both SASW and multi-channel arrays were used to 
collect experimental data at the MORT site as described in Section 3.7.1. SASW data were 
processed as described in Section 3.7.2, while the multi-channel data were processed as 
described in Section 3.4. Surface wave data from both approaches were inverted as described in 
Section 3.7.3. Results for SASW and multi-channel methods are compared to assess the extent 
to which current practice could be improved by using more of the near-field. 
Key observations on the use of real data can be derived from the results of the SASW 
real data study (Section 5.2.1) and the multi-channel real data study (Section 5.2.2). Using 
conditions that are expected at the site, the alternative SASW method provided an estimate of 
the VS profile that was essentially equivalent to that obtained in a previous study (Figure 5.3), 
where the traditional approach was used. This agrees well with the results of the simulation 
study, where the quality of the inverted profile was not affected by the level of near-field 
filtering, in cases where the array inversion approach was used (e.g. compare 3D array results 
for Figure 4.53, Figure 4.54, and Figure 4.55). In this particular case, profiling to a depth of 150 m 
with the traditional approach required a total array length of 640 m (Rosenblad et al. 2010), 
while the alternative SASW approach profiled to the same depth with an array length of 180m, 
with no apparent loss in profile quality. Results from multi-channel inversion performed using 
multiple values of Poisson’s ratio (Figure 5.7) showed a generally flat trend of RMS error, 
indicating that the quality of the dispersion fit was not greatly affected by the selection of the 
correct value Poisson’s ratio. This result is generally consistent with the findings of the 
simulation study (e.g. Figure 4.60b). Results from the SASW analysis performed using multiple 
values of Poisson’s ratio (Figure 5.4) did not show the expected trend of RMS error values when 
the “true” Poisson’s ratio value was used. Although the saturated case did show the lowest 
value of RMS error, it was only slightly lower and the trend was not consistent with the results 
of the simulation study (Figure 4.56c). 
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The higher RMS errors at Poisson’s ratio values of 0.40 and 0.45 in Figure 5.4 could be 
explained by an unrealistic estimate of P-wave velocity (VP) produced by the forward model 
used in WinSASW. Given an assumed value of P-wave velocity, the forward model calculates 
Poisson’s ratio and, given an assumed value of Poisson’s ratio, the model calculates P-wave 
velocity. For the fully saturated case, the P-wave velocity was set to 1600 m/s for all but the top 
two layers, where a Poisson’s ratio of 0.25 was applied to simulate an unsaturated zone above 
the water table. In all other layers, the exact value of Poisson’s ratio would be calculated in the 
inversion process. For the cases where Poisson’s ratio was specified, however, the value was set 
for the entire profile and the inversion process computed the P-wave velocity. For deep profiles 
and large values of Poisson’s ratio, such as were present here, the forward model yields VP 
values far in excess of 1600 m/s, which produces a slightly higher RMS error. Poisson’s ratio is 
not typically constant with depth. 
 Two key conclusions were derived from this study involving experimental data from a 
real field site. First, the results of this study validated the simulation study finding that SASW 
analysis produces similar quality profiles for all filtering criteria, when the array inversion is 
used. Unfortunately, the results of this study did not conclusively validate the practical 
application of the (Poisson’s ratio) inference technique developed in Chapter 4. Second, the 
multi-channel results for this study agreed well with the results of the simulation study, 
indicating that the multi-channel approach is largely insensitive to Poisson’s ratio. Third, great 
care must be taken to ensure that reasonable values of all profile parameters are maintained 
throughout the inversion process, especially when inverting profiles with Poisson’s ratio values 
close to 0.50. Unrealistic P-wave velocities, greater than the P-wave velocity of water (i.e. VP = 
1600 m/s), may develop when Poisson’s ratio values are set to fixed values, especially so in 
deeper layers. 
 Therefore, even though the results of this study did not conclusively validate the 
simulation study, they do provide a starting point for future research. The simulation study 
clearly demonstrated the effectiveness of the alternative SASW approach in inferring Poisson’s 
ratio, so it would be unwise to discard the approach based on the uncertain results from this 
one site. Future research should focus on collecting and processing data from several well-
characterized sites, to examine the practicality of inferring Poisson’s ratio for a wide range of 
subsurface conditions. This work should also include sites having lower “true” values of 
Poisson’s ratio to validate the inference approach for those conditions.  
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6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
6.1 Summary 
The primary objective of this study was to investigate potential benefits of including the near-
field in surface wave data collection and analysis. First, it was hypothesized that limiting criteria 
currently used to remove near-field effects from surface wave measurements could be greatly 
reduced without affecting the quality of surface wave results – if a theoretical model 
incorporating the near-field was used. Second, it was hypothesized that the near-field portion of 
the dispersion curve would be more sensitive to changes in additional profile parameters than 
the far-field portion used in current practice. Three different studies were performed for this 
research, including: (1) a preliminary sensitivity study to identify which profile parameters are 
most sensitive to the near-field, (2) surface wave analysis with simulated experimental data, to 
assess both profile recovery and the possibility of inferring an additional profile parameter (i.e. 
Poisson’s ratio), and (3) surface wave analysis with real data to validate the profile recovery and 
parametric inference techniques of the simulated data study with real data. Experimental data 
collected/simulated from both the spectral-analysis-of-surface-waves (SASW) method and multi-
channel surface wave methods, but the primary focus was the SASW method. 
All analyses for this research were performed using the commercial software program 
WinSASW, which was developed by Joh (1996). This program was used to perform most of the 
data processing and inversion analyses for this research. The preliminary sensitivity study made 
extensive use of the forward modeling module in WinSASW. For the surface wave analyses 
involving simulated data, simulated experimental data were generated in a separate program, 
FitSASW, and imported into WinSASW for analysis. For the surface wave analyses involving real 
data, data collected as part of a previous study at a field site near Mooring, Tennessee in the 
Mississippi Embayment were processed and analyzed using WinSASW. Multi-channel data 
processed by the frequency-domain beamformer (FDBF) approach were also inverted using 
WinSASW. 
Results of the preliminary sensitivity study are presented as dispersion curves, in terms 
of both phase velocity versus frequency and percent difference in phase velocity (relative to a 
baseline curve) versus frequency. Results of the surface wave analysis studies are presented as 
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shear wave velocity (VS) profiles (i.e. VS versus depth), layer-specific percent error plots for 
inverted versus “true” profiles, and quality-of-fit plots in terms of the root-mean-squared (RMS) 
error between theoretical and experimental dispersion curves versus Poisson’s ratio. 
6.2 Conclusions 
The principal conclusions drawn from this research are summarized below: 
(1) An alternative approach to SASW using a single receiver spacing and more of the near-
field in the data collection and processing was considered in the preliminary sensitivity 
study. It was found that this approach yielded comparable results to those of the 
traditional SASW approach (which, in this case, used four receiver spacings to cover the 
same range of wavelengths). Although this alternative approach produced dispersion 
curves with significantly lower phase velocities than the traditional SASW method, the 
two methods showed similar sensitivity to changes in profile parameters. 
(2) The near-field portion of the dispersion curve has a distinct sensitivity to changes in the 
value of Poisson’s ratio, in terms of both the velocity values and the shape of the 
dispersion curve. All three of the simple profiles considered in the preliminary sensitivity 
study (i.e. uniform, “soft-over-stiff”, and linear) demonstrated similar levels of 
sensitivity to changes in the velocity profile, as were observed using the far-field portion 
of the dispersion curve. Sensitivity was observed for changes at layer transitions, but the 
sensitivity was small in both of the cases studied.  
(3) The “3D Array” approach to inversion analysis yields a superior estimate of the VS profile 
when analyzing SASW data. Under the same conditions, the “2D Global” and “3D 
Global” inversion approaches produced VS profile estimates that decrease in quality (as 
measured by comparing to the known profile) with depth, which is primarily due to the 
presence of near-field effects in the experimental data, even when very restrictive 
filtering criteria are applied. 
(4) If the 3D Array approach is used, much less restrictive near-field criteria can be used 
without impacting the quality of the VS profile estimate. This allows for the use of much 
shorter arrays and smaller sources. The simulations performed in this study showed 
good results using an array that was one-quarter the size of that used in a typical SASW 
analysis.   
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(5) The Poisson’s ratio study (with simulated data) demonstrated that it is possible to 
correctly infer the in-situ value of Poisson’s ratio by successive applications of the 3D 
Array inversion. With this approach, the value of Poisson’s ratio producing the lowest 
RMS error (in the fit between theoretical and experimental dispersion curves) is 
consistent with the correct value – which also corresponds to the best VS profile 
estimate. In contrast, the 2D and 3D Global inversions show no apparent sensitivity to 
the value of Poisson’s ratio. Results from the study using real data did not show this 
same definitive trend. 
(6) Throughout this research, four different SASW filtering criteria (360°, 180°, 90°, and 45°) 
were used to produce an experimental dispersion curve from either real or simulated 
experimental data. The filtering criteria ranged from very restrictive criteria (i.e. 360° 
and 180°) originally developed to limit the near-field to the very inclusive criteria (i.e. 
90° and 45°) allowing more of the near-field, as considered in this research. The surface 
wave analyses performed in this study were largely unaffected by the filtering criterion 
selection, except that the criteria allowing more of the near-field produced better 
results overall. 
(7) The VS profiles produced from multi-channel data were of higher quality than those 
produced from SASW data when using the 2D global inversion. Even so, the VS profiles 
produced from SASW data using the 3D Array inversion produced superior predictions 
of the VS profile as compared to multi-channel analysis. Systematic errors were evident 
in the multi-channel data (especially in half-space velocity), likely owning to the model 
incompatibility issue, where the model without near-field contributions is used to invert 
data with near-field effects. 
6.3 Significance and Future Research 
This study has demonstrated the potential benefits of including the near-field in active-source 
surface wave measurements. It has been shown, first of all, that the near-field need not be 
completely avoided, at least not to the extent suggested by current practice, if the appropriate 
model is used in the theoretical analysis. Moreover, it has also been shown that near-field 
effects in experimental data can even be leveraged to good effect with the right inversion model 
(i.e. 3D Array). Furthermore, it is also feasible to infer the in-situ value of certain profile 
parameters (i.e. Poisson’s ratio) by successive applications of an inversion approach that can 
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accurately account for near-field effects (i.e. 3D Array). This was clearly demonstrated using 
simulated data, but not with the real experimental data from the single site examined in this 
thesis. It is hoped that the conclusion of this study is only the beginning of several opportunities 
for future research. 
 The real experimental data used in this study came from a single site with a shallow 
groundwater table (i.e. mostly saturated). Given the uncertain results from this one site, future 
research should focus on collecting and processing data from several well-characterized sites 
including sites having lower values of Poisson’s ratio to validate the approach to inferring 
Poisson’s ratio for those conditions. Secondly, this study focused on “simple” sites, so future 
work should extend the simulated data study to include complex and “stiff-over-soft” profile 
conditions where higher mode contributions may be significant. Instead of seeking a minimum 
offset distance to avoid the near-field, future research can quantify the minimum extent to 
which filtering criteria can be reduced (i.e. where it is no longer sensitive to the deep soil 
properties). If filtering criteria are pushed too far (too close to the source), the receivers would 
be measuring only the dynamic “deflection bowl” produced by the source (e.g. falling weight 
deflectometer testing of pavements). 
 Perhaps the greatest contribution that future research could derive from this work 
would be the development of an SASW inversion program that can simultaneously invert for 
both the shear wave velocity profile and the Poisson’s ratio profile, essentially automating the 
process of successive 3D array inversions. The results from this study suggest that this may be 
possible. Another area that holds promise for future research, as technology continues to 
advance and computers become more powerful, is the development of a “3D Array inversion” 
for multi-channel methods – perhaps an inversion that can also simultaneously invert for both 
shear wave velocity and Poisson’s ratio. Current multi-channel processing techniques can 
produce a three-dimensional “dispersion image” or “dispersion surface” from multi-channel 
experimental data, so the approach would be to develop a theoretical model (based on the 
“Green’s Function” principle of the 3D array approach) and resulting dispersion curve which 
includes near-field effect that can be fit to the experimental curve. Such a solution may be very 
computationally demanding. Until technology develops to the point where this is a practical 
solution for geotechnical projects, research could focus on the development of “hybrid” 
approaches, combining the best aspects of both SASW and multi-channel methods (i.e. SASW 
with four receivers, multi-channel with 8 receivers, etc.).  
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Appendix 
The appendix documents the results of the preliminary sensitivity study for all profile conditions 
studied. Dispersion curves are presented in terms of both phase velocity versus frequency and 
percent difference in phase velocity (from the baseline profile) versus frequency. 
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A. Variations in Halfspace (i.e. “Layer 2”) Shear Wave Velocity  
 
 
Figure A.1 Sensitivity study results for a “soft-over-stiff” profile with a variable lower layer VS, comparing results from 
the 2D solution (at top) and 3D solution (at bottom) for a wavelength range of 1/3m to 4m. 
2m 2m 
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Figure A.2 Sensitivity study results for a “soft-over-stiff” profile with a variable lower layer VS, comparing results from 
the 2D solution (at top) and 3D solution (at bottom) for a wavelength range of 4/3m to 8m. 
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Figure A.3 Sensitivity study results for a “soft-over-stiff” profile with a variable lower layer VS, comparing results from 
the 2D solution (at top) and 3D solution (at bottom) for a wavelength range of 8/3m to 16m. 
8m 8m 
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Figure A.4 Sensitivity study results for a “soft-over-stiff” profile with a variable lower layer VS, comparing results from 
the 2D solution (at top) and 3D solution (at bottom) for a wavelength range of 16/3m to 32m. 
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Figure A.5 Sensitivity study results for a “soft-over-stiff” profile with a variable lower layer VS, comparing results from 
the 2D solution (at top) and 3D solution (at bottom) for a wavelength range of 1/3m to 32m. 
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B. Variations in the Shear Wave Velocity Gradient for Linear Profiles 
 
 
Figure B.1 Sensitivity study results for a variable VS profile transition gradient, comparing results from the 2D solution 
(at top) and 3D solution (at bottom) for a wavelength range of 1/3m to 4m. 
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Figure B.2 Sensitivity study results for a variable VS profile transition gradient, comparing results from the 2D solution 
(at top) and 3D solution (at bottom) for a wavelength range of 4/3m to 8m. 
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Figure B.3 Sensitivity study results for a variable VS profile transition gradient, comparing results from the 2D solution 
(at top) and 3D solution (at bottom) for a wavelength range of 8/3m to 16m. 
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Figure B.4 Sensitivity study results for a variable VS profile transition gradient, comparing results from the 2D solution 
(at top) and 3D solution (at bottom) for a wavelength range of 16/3m to 32m. 
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Figure B.5 Sensitivity study results for a variable VS profile transition gradient, comparing results from the 2D solution 
(at top) and 3D solution (at bottom) for a wavelength range of 1/3m to 32m. 
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C. Variations in Halfspace (i.e. “Layer 2”) Depth 
 
 
Figure C.1 Sensitivity study results for a “soft-over-stiff” profile with a variable lower layer depth, comparing results 
from the 2D solution (at top) and 3D solution (at bottom) for a wavelength range of 1/3m to 4m. 
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Figure C.2 Sensitivity study results for a “soft-over-stiff” profile with a variable lower layer depth, comparing results 
from the 2D solution (at top) and 3D solution (at bottom) for a wavelength range of 4/3m to 8m. 
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Figure C.3 Sensitivity study results for a “soft-over-stiff” profile with a variable lower layer depth, comparing results 
from the 2D solution (at top) and 3D solution (at bottom) for a wavelength range of 8/3m to 16m. 
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Figure C.4 Sensitivity study results for a “soft-over-stiff” profile with a variable lower layer depth, comparing results 
from the 2D solution (at top) and 3D solution (at bottom) for a wavelength range of 16/3m to 32m. 
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Figure C.5 Sensitivity study results for a “soft-over-stiff” profile with a variable lower layer depth, comparing results 
from the 2D solution (at top) and 3D solution (at bottom) for a wavelength range of 1/3m to 32m. 
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D. Variations in the Layer Transition Gradient 
 
 
Figure D.1 Sensitivity study results for a “soft-over-stiff” profile with a variable layer transition gradient, comparing 
results from the 2D solution (at top) and 3D solution (at bottom) for a wavelength range of 1/3m to 4m. 
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Figure D.2 Sensitivity study results for a “soft-over-stiff” profile with a variable layer transition gradient, comparing 
results from the 2D solution (at top) and 3D solution (at bottom) for a wavelength range of 4/3m to 8m. 
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Figure D.3 Sensitivity study results for a “soft-over-stiff” profile with a variable layer transition gradient, comparing 
results from the 2D solution (at top) and 3D solution (at bottom) for a wavelength range of 8/3m to 16m. 
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Figure D.4 Sensitivity study results for a “soft-over-stiff” profile with a variable layer transition gradient, comparing 
results from the 2D solution (at top) and 3D solution (at bottom) for a wavelength range of 16/3m to 32m. 
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Figure D.5 Sensitivity study results for a “soft-over-stiff” profile with a variable layer transition gradient, comparing 
results from the 2D solution (at top) and 3D solution (at bottom) for a wavelength range of 1/3m to 32m. 
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E. Variations in Poisson’s Ratio for a Uniform Profile 
 
 
Figure E.1 Sensitivity study results for a uniform VS profile with a variable Poisson’s ratio, comparing results from the 
2D solution (at top) and 3D solution (at bottom) for a wavelength range of 1/3m to 4m. 
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Figure E.2 Sensitivity study results for a uniform VS profile with a variable Poisson’s ratio, comparing results from the 
2D solution (at top) and 3D solution (at bottom) for a wavelength range of 4/3m to 8m. 
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Figure E.3 Sensitivity study results for a uniform VS profile with a variable Poisson’s ratio, comparing results from the 
2D solution (at top) and 3D solution (at bottom) for a wavelength range of 8/3m to 16m. 
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Figure E.4 Sensitivity study results for a uniform VS profile with a variable Poisson’s ratio, comparing results from the 
2D solution (at top) and 3D solution (at bottom) for a wavelength range of 16/3m to 32m. 
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Figure E.5 Sensitivity study results for a uniform VS profile with a variable Poisson’s ratio, comparing results from the 
2D solution (at top) and 3D solution (at bottom) for a wavelength range of 1/3m to 32m. 
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F. Variations in Poisson’s Ratio for a “Soft-Over-Stiff” Profile 
 
 
Figure F.1 Sensitivity study results for a “soft-over-stiff” profile with a variable Poisson’s ratio, comparing results from 
the 2D solution (at top) and 3D solution (at bottom) for a wavelength range of 1/3m to 4m. 
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Figure F.2 Sensitivity study results for a “soft-over-stiff” profile with a variable Poisson’s ratio, comparing results from 
the 2D solution (at top) and 3D solution (at bottom) for a wavelength range of 4/3m to 8m. 
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Figure F.3 Sensitivity study results for a “soft-over-stiff” profile with a variable Poisson’s ratio, comparing results from 
the 2D solution (at top) and 3D solution (at bottom) for a wavelength range of 8/3m to 16m. 
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Figure F.4 Sensitivity study results for a “soft-over-stiff” profile with a variable Poisson’s ratio, comparing results from 
the 2D solution (at top) and 3D solution (at bottom) for a wavelength range of 16/3m to 32m. 
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Figure F.5 Sensitivity study results for a “soft-over-stiff” profile with a variable Poisson’s ratio, comparing results from 
the 2D solution (at top) and 3D solution (at bottom) for a wavelength range of 1/3m to 32m. 
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G. Variations in Poisson’s Ratio for a Linear Profile 
 
 
Figure G.1 Sensitivity study results for a linear VS profile with a variable Poisson’s ratio, comparing results from the 2D 
solution (at top) and 3D solution (at bottom) for a wavelength range of 1/3m to 4m. 
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Figure G.2 Sensitivity study results for a linear VS profile with a variable Poisson’s ratio, comparing results from the 2D 
solution (at top) and 3D solution (at bottom) for a wavelength range of 4/3m to 8m. 
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Figure G.3 Sensitivity study results for a linear VS profile with a variable Poisson’s ratio, comparing results from the 2D 
solution (at top) and 3D solution (at bottom) for a wavelength range of 8/3m to 16m. 
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Figure G.4 Sensitivity study results for a linear VS profile with a variable Poisson’s ratio, comparing results from the 2D 
solution (at top) and 3D solution (at bottom) for a wavelength range of 16/3m to 32m. 
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Figure G.5 Sensitivity study results for a linear VS profile with a variable Poisson’s ratio, comparing results from the 2D 
solution (at top) and 3D solution (at bottom) for a wavelength range of 1/3m to 32m. 
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